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1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Section 1. INTRODUCTION
Among many imported goods from foreign countries to Thailand, Japanese products are
ranked number one for at least the past ten years, representing about one fifth of Thailand’s total
import and an increase of 10.1% from 20061. Therefore Thais are very familiar with and enjoy
Japanese products from cars, mobile phones, and electronics, to personal care and cosmetics. This
positive impression also extends beyond consumer products to also include such Japanese exports as
music (J-Pop), TV dramas, and anime.
Although decisions maybe vary by product category, demographic group, and personal
preferences, as a general observation, Thais usually prefer ‘Made-in Japan’ over ‘Made-in Thailand’
products. The ‘made-in’ image is the picture, the reputation, the impression that consumers attach to
the products of a specific country. This image is created by such variables as representative products,
national characteristics, economic and political background, history, and tradition. It has a strong
influence on consumer behavior in the international market, as it is associated with mass
communication, personal experience, and the views of national opinion leaders2. Thais often
associate the made-in Japan image with high-quality or premium products3, which encourages Thai
consumer willingness to pay a premium price.
Due to this profound effect on Thai consumer decision-making, many Thailand-based
companies create products which utilize the positive attitude towards Japanese products, culture, and
lifestyle. An example is ‘Oishi Group Public Company Limited’ who started a Japanese buffet
restaurant in 1999 and in 2003 introduced to Thai consumers a new culture of drinking ‘Green Tea’.
Just one year later, the company went public, while also expanding other types of Japanese-style
1 Thailand's Ministry of Commerce (n.d.) Japanese Imports to Thailand.
2 Nagashima, A. (1970). A Comparison of Japanese and U.S. Attitudes toward foreign products.
International Executive, 12(3), p7-8.
3 Result from writer’s conducted questionnaire.
2restaurants such as shabu-shabu, ramen, and sushi, spreading Japanese eating culture throughout
Thai society4. The momentum towards ‘Japanese culture’ enticed many competitors both within the
same business and in other businesses to leverage the Japanese image, too.
The appreciation for Japanese goods is not only limited to food, but also cosmetic products.
Japanese cosmetic companies, such as Shiseido, have been enjoying a strong presence in Thailand
with a premium image since their introduction in 19715. Shiseido’s revenue from Thailand is number
one among the company’s Southeast Asian markets6. The introduction of Japanese cosmetics
influences Thai perceptions of beauty, because it portrays women with fair-toned skinned, creating
high demand for whitening products. Besides, the emphasis on Asian skin perhaps stimulates a
cultural preference over European brands which is gaining rapid acceptance among Thai consumers.
Nevertheless, on-going globalization causes the influx of many different foreign goods
across nations. A good example of such a case is South Korea, in which the spread of culture
expedites the import of tangible products to Thailand. In Thailand, two different Korean TV series
are broadcasted during prime time in the morning and evening on weekends. Since the start of heavy
exposure around 2004, the flood of Korean culture to Thailand supported the importation of Korean
products, including electronics, fashion, and cosmetics. Consumer research suggests that when
objective quality of a product or service is difficult to judge, consumers will move away from
concrete attributes, since they have little predictive value, and towards more abstract cues, such as
brand name, amount of advertising spending, retail outlets used, and so on7. The acceptance of
Korean TV series and Korean pop music (K-Pop) allows Thai consumers to become more open to
Korean products – especially since their favorite celebrities have been endorsing the products. In the
cosmetics category, this success was manifested by the increase of Korean imports by 110.6% from
2009, the highest growth rate for the past 10 years8.
4 Oishi Group Public Company (n.d.): Company Profile.
5 Positioning Magazine (n.d.): Shiseido: Company Profile.
6 Manager Online Newspaper (2008, 13 March) Shiseido expands new brands in Thailand.
7 Rao, A. and Monroe, K. (1989) The effect of price, brand name, and store name on buyers' perceptions
of product quality: An integrative review, Journal of Marketing Research, 1(2), p.351-57.
8 Mahasan, S. (2010, 17 November). Trend Watching: Cosmetics Market in Thailand, Siam Turakij
Newspaper.
3Thus under intense competition, it is interesting to compare the various strategies of the
Japanese and Korean brands to see how they capture market segments, sustain their territory, and
create new demand to achieve growth. Shiseido represents strong, well-established brands, whose
strategies have been proven successful in Thailand over many years. On the other hand, the new
faces in town of Korean brands successfully penetrated the Thai market by using celebrity endorsed
advertisements. Nevertheless, draws from the marketing standpoint it remains to be seen whether the
dominant strategy of celebrity endorsement will keep the momentum of product acceptance going or
whether the brands must redirect their attention towards different strategies in order to establish
long-term success in Thailand’s market.
Section 2. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
This paper aims to investigate marketing strategies of Japanese and Korean cosmetics
brands through selection of 2-3 cosmetic brands as denote from each country. In addition to the 4Ps
marketing strategy concept: product, price, place, and promotion, the adaptation of global strategies
to the local Thailand market will be explored. Besides, comparison of strategies will also be
focused to see differences and similarities between the brands from the two countries.
Furthermore, the paper intends to study insights of consumer reactions towards the
strategies applied by the selected brands, so further recommendation in the change of strategies can
be compiled.
Section 3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To achieve the objectives of the study, the reviews of the relevant literatures, related
marketing news, and survey questionnaires are adopted as research methodology.
First, assessment of secondary data relating to cosmetics market in Thailand as well as
marketing strategies of Japanese and Korean cosmetic brands will be the main focus, followed by
4selection of two to three companies to denote strategies from each country.
Then, in order to examine the effectiveness of strategies and evaluate consumer behaviors,
survey questionnaire is employed. The survey is composed of 43 questions, which are divided into 3
separate sections. The first part of the questionnaire is an assessment of Thai female consumers’
behavior and opinion about their selection of general cosmetics products, and the second part deals
with specific questions on Japanese and Korean cosmetics. Finally, part three involves
demographic-related questions. The questionnaire is conducted through 200 Thai females who live
in Bangkok. The result of survey will be analyzed to explore different dimensions of Thai consumer
behavior.
Last, the integration of the secondary sources and compiled result of questionnaire will give
an overall summary of strategies between Japanese and Korean cosmetic companies with the
recommendation and implication for marketers in adjusting strategies to better suit Thai consumers.
Section 4. STRUCTURE OF PAPER
Chapter 1 introduces the topic, aim and objectives of the research study. Short detail of the research
methodology is also provided.
Chapter 2 gives the background information of overall Thailand’s cosmetic market with closer
examination in the presence of Japanese and Korean cosmetics.
Chapter 3 provides the findings regarding marketing strategies of Japanese and Korean cosmetic
brands. Similarity and differences are presented.
Chapter 4 describes the survey used in the study. The result of survey will be presented and
discussed.
Chapter 5 presents recommendation in strategic changes for Japanese and Korean cosmetics firms,
so to coherent with the consumer’ demand. Implication for marketers as well as limitations of the
study will be also drawn.
Chapter 6 concludes the overall findings from the research.
5CHAPTER 2. INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
Section 1. THAILAND’S COSMETIC MARKET
Thailand imported a lot of foreign goods with the total of 5,962,482 million baht in year
2007, an increase of 22% from previous year9. Same picture is seen in cosmetics products; the
imported value is 12,598.75 million baht in year 2009, an increase by 0.46% from the previous year.
It is expected that the total cosmetic import value will reach 17,000 million baht in year 2011, an
increase of 15 percent, which will make up roughly 50 percent of Thailand’s total cosmetic market10.
As a result, entering into the business is an attractive option for both domestic and international
firms. Although Thailand’s economy experienced the political uncertainty for more than three years,
aggravated by the global recession, the cosmetics market is expected to be still growing. Similar to
other developing countries, Thai society has become a modernized society, which leads to the
changes in lifestyles of Thai people, especially those who live in urban area. Thai women are
becoming more aesthetically concerned due to their careers and social lives. Moreover, the exposure
of several kinds of media, such as films, fashion, health magazines, and celebrity endorsed
advertisements, etc, could also be reasons that enhance the desire for perfect beauty. Cosmetics,
therefore, become an essential item in most Thai women, enticing cosmetic manufacturers from both
domestic and international to compete for this appealing market.
Cosmetics available in Thailand refer to group of skin care, hair care, oral care, perfume,
fragrances, make-up, deodorant, and depilatory products. Market segmentation for skin care and
make-up can be divided as follows;
9 Ministry of Commerce, Thailand. Thailand’s Import & Export Value
10 Magazine (2010, 9 November). Increasing numbers of imported cosmetic products: Adjustment of
Thailand’s Manufacturers.
6Table 2.1: Thailand`s Cosmetic Market Segmentation by value (2003)
Skin Care Make Up
Product % Share Product % Share
Facial care 46.90% Face make-up 35.50%
Body care 37.20% Nail make-up 30.00%
Sun care 7.50% Lip make-up 18.60%
Depilatories 6.60% Eye make-up 15.90%
Hand care 1.80%
Source: Skincare Industry Profile: Thailand, Data Monitor
Cosmetic available in Thailand comprises of three groups11;
I. International brands with manufacturing plants in Thailand. Their headquarters are located
outside Thailand. Manufacturers that are licensed from international headquarters. This
portion makes up 70% of total cosmetic products available in Thailand.
II. International brands that are directly imported. This portion of cosmetics is around 20%.
This group of cosmetics is usually expensive and the brands are well-recognized.
III. Thai cosmetic manufacturers, using Thai brand, and usually are herbal products. It accounts
for 10% of the total market value.
Thai consumers face increasing choices of foreign cosmetic products, available at different
price points, reaching all levels of market segments. Top three countries of import include USA
(21.8%), France (18.0%), followed by Japan (13.2%). Especially Japanese and Korean cosmetics are
expected to appear more in Thailand’s market due to the recent free trade agreement (FTA) early in
year 2010, which reduced customs duties to zero percent.
11 Skincare Industry Profile: Thailand, June 2004, Data Monitor
7Figure 2.1: Thailand’s Cosmetic Imported Value
Source: Ministry of Commerce, Thailand.
Figure 2.2: Market Share by country of import
Source: Ministry of Commerce, Thailand.
Although the import of Korean cosmetics to Thailand is relatively small compared to the
Japanese (429.50 million baht), the growth rate is 110.6%, highest growth within the past 10 years.
8Make-up and skin care products accounted 92.7% of the total import12. The success of the imported
Korean series, drama, music created ‘Korean Trend’ among the Thais, which has impacts on the
higher acceptance of products from Korea such as electronics, mobile phones, as well as cosmetics.
Besides the marketing efforts of cosmetic brands, the suitable factor under the current economy is
that Korean cosmetic shows ‘higher value of money’ than the Japanese cosmetics13.
According to Euromonitor, it is expected to see greater demand for Korean and Japanese
brands, such as Kose, Shiseido, The Face Shop and Missha because of the influence of Korean and
Japanese cultures on Thai teens and young adults. Makeup trends in Korea and Japan emphasize
eye products, translucent skin and minimal lip color. Makeup sales are expected to grow 43 percent
because of these influences with sales of eye products alone expected to grow 60 percent14.
Section 2. JAPANESE COSMETICS IN THAILAND
Japan remains the world’s second largest personal care market. The country holds 13% of a
global market which totals $32 billion15. Per capita spending on cosmetics and toiletries in Japan is
among the highest in the world, with the average consumer spending in excess of $250 per year16.
The Japanese cosmetics market is mature with forecasted compounded annual growth rate in
skin care and make up categories of -0.1% and 1.1%, respectively, during 2009-201417,18. The
leading companies are Kao, Shiseido, and Kose with market share of 17.5%, 15.8%, and 5.9%
respectively. Because of the mature domestic market, expansion overseas is important to boost
top-line growth19.
12 Mahasan, S. (2010, 17 November). Trend Watching: Cosmetics Market in Thailand, Siam Turakij.
13 Marketeer Magazine (2005, May) Korean Trend impacts on Thailand’s cosmetics market.
14 Barrett, J. (n.d.) Political unrest coupled with the global economic crisis have resulted instagnant
growth for Thailand’s beauty business, WWD: Women's Wear Daily,195(78).
15 De Guzman, Doris. (2006, September 11) Japan boosts activity abroad, ICIS Chemical Business
Americas, 270(9), p34.
16 Davies, B. (2006, August) Japan set for recovery, Global Cosmetic Industry.
17 Skin Care Industry Profile: Japan, July 2010, Data Monitor.
18 Make-Up Industry Profile: Japan, May 2010, Data Monitor.
19 Mith, Glenn. (2009, April 23) Beautiful skin cuts deep into Japanese wallets.
9Figure 2.3: Japan Domestic shipments of cosmetics (trillion of yen)
Source: Nikkei News20
In Thailand, Japanese cosmetic products account for the highest value of imported Asian
cosmetics, totalling approximately 1.437 billion baht. This includes make-up, skin care, and hair care,
shaving and deodorant product lines, with break down percentage of 79.2%, 15.4%, and 5.1%,
respectively. Shiseido’s revenue received from Thailand is number one among its Southeast Asian
markets21.
Japanese cosmetics entered Thailand several years earlier than Korean cosmetics with a
premium positioning and the unique selling point of being ‘designed specifically for Asian skin’22.
Japanese brands represented in the Thai market include Shiseido, Kanebo, Kose, and their
subsidiary-brands. Previously, many women typically purchased cleansers, toners, moisturizers and
lotions all from one preferred brand. But an increasing number are now opting for cheap drugstore
products when it comes to cleansers and sunscreens, as well as proving fickle in their purchase of
makeup products23. Major cosmetics firms roll out 1,000 yen-or-less skin-care products in Japan24,
and the same picture is observed in Thailand. Recently, products positioned at low and medium
price points have started appearing in the market with extensive distribution channels, popularly
through chain drug stores that are situated in department stores or hyper-marts.
20 Kato, K. (2010, May 24). Mature women in their 40s look to new cosmetics for beauty inside out,
Nikkei News.
21 Manager Online Newspaper (2008, 13 March) Shiseido expands new brands in Thailand).
22 Manager Newspaper Online (2006) Strengthening Korean Trend.
23 Naruse, M. (2009, September 1) Shiseido Struggling To Balance Affordable Items, Brand Image,
Nikkei News.
24 Nikkei News Online (2010, November 15) Battle for skin centers on price.
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The market demand for low/medium positioned cosmetics influences even a gigantic
Japanese cosmetic leader like Shiseido whose focus in the high-end market. Shiseido has started
developing ‘Mass Prestige’ or ‘Masstige’ brands, too, for both skin care and make-up products to
better match current consumer purchasing habits and preferences25. Such masstige brands from
Shiseido include Za, Majolica Majorca, and Aqua Label. Shiseido utilizes its parent brand to
leverage these masstige brands with trusted quality, and innovation by Shiseido’s laboratories, while
emphasizing the ‘value for money’ in marketing their products. Although the Za brand is now widely
distributed through drug store chains with more than 120 branches in Thailand, Aqua Label is
relatively new and is only available in less than 10 branches. However, Shiseido’s marketing plan is
to market these brands more intensively and to expand its distribution network for them throughout
the country within the next 3 years26.
Section 3. KOREAN COSMETICS IN THAILAND
Korean females are ranked as the top five heavy users of cosmetics in the world. From a
survey conducted in 2006 among 1,800 females by AmorePacific Company, the biggest cosmetic
manufacturer in South Korea, Korean woman on average spends 17 minutes each morning in
applying skin care and make-up products, using 4.2 kinds of skin care products and 5.6 kinds of
make-up products27, whereas Thai females spends on average 15.5 minutes28. Korea’s market for
skin care and makeup products grew by nearly 7% year on year in 200629. As a result, not only high
quality products, but also the right strategies are required to ensure success in such a demanding and
highly competitive market.
Despite stiff competition across segments of international and domestic cosmetic brands,
25 Manager Newspaper Online (2010, August 20) Masstige brands: Shiseido’s new hope.
26 Banmuang Newspaper Online (2010, July 26) Shiseido adds masstige brands
27 Mekarodthummakul, J. (2007, February) South Korean cosmetics: Stand-Alone Shops, Positioning
Magazine.
28 Writer’s conducted questionnaire.
29 Beauty and Personal Care – South Korea, July 2010, Euromonitor International: Country Market
Insight.
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Korean cosmetics were able to penetrate Thailand’s market with the highest growth rate among
imported cosmetics brands. This remarkable achievement makes it an interesting case to investigate
Korean cosmetics marketing strategies. In the Asia Pacific region, Korean brands hold 3rd place in
the skin care market with 10.9% market share (Japan 49.1%, China 28.9%)30. Local brands such as
Missha, and Face Shop experienced strong domestic success, guiding these companies early 2004
for global expansion strategies. According to Euromonitor in its recent report on cosmetics and
toiletries in South Korea, the most dramatic development during 2004 was the expansion of low-end
mass products31. Korean cosmetics expanded rapidly to international markets, making it one of the
strongest export countries for cosmetics products32.
Figure 2.4: Korea’s Cosmetics Exports series to Asia
Source: Made-in-Korea cosmetics on the rise, Korea JoongAng Daily
30 Skin Care Industry Profile: Asia Pacific, July 2010, Data Monitor.
31 Antoinette, A. (2005) The Korean Cosmetics Connection, Drug Store News.
32 Lee, Jung-yoon. (2010, September 29) Made-in-Korea cosmetics on the rise, Korea JoongAng Daily.
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Figure 2.5: Export Volumes of Korean Movies and TV
Source: On the Exportability of Korean Movies, Review of Development Economics33
Aligned with South Korea’s strategic global expansion, Korean cosmetics started to enter
Thailand’s market in 2004. During its first three years after entry, there were at least 5 Korean
brands being sold in Thailand: ETUDE, LANEIGE, MISSHA, SKIN FOOD and THE FACE SHOP.
Korean actors and singers have become idols for many teenagers and young adult females, causing
these segments to follow the related fashion and beauty trends closely, such as hairstyles, clothes
and make-ups, providing positive opportunity for Korean products and Korean cosmetics to enter
Thailand34. Different from the Japanese brands, the 5 brands above opened shops in ‘stand alone’
locations, which is popular in Korea35. This means that the products do not mix with other brands as
usually seen at cosmetic counter brands in the department stores. The stand-alone style may
facilitate ease customers feel, who walked by to go in and try the products in the store, or to receive
samples. Each brand also utilizes Thai familiarity with Korean dramas in linking with the brand
ambassadors to stimulate product trial36. Attracted by the low price; for example, the Skin Food
price range starts from as low as 35 baht ($1) to 1200 baht ($40), making an attractive option for
trial purchase37. Fast expansion of shops also helps promote awareness of the brand among Thai
33 Lee, S. et al. (2009, February) On the Exportability of Korean Movies, Review of Development
Economics, 13(1), p.28-38.
34 Beauty and Personal Care-Thailand, (2010), Euromonitor International: Country Market Insight.
35 Muanmart, A. (2006, February 8) Korean cosmetics penetrating Thailand’s cosmetics market,
Positioning Magazine.
36 Manager Newspaper Online (2006, Feb 6) Strengthening Korean Trend.
37 Muanmart, A. (2006, February) Skin Food: Food for Skin, Positioning Magazine.
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consumers. In South Korea, Missha brand reached 200 branches within 2 only years of brand
introduction 38 , and now covers 16 countries globally 39 . Moreover, Korean beauty products
manufacturers such as Etude and Skin Food believe that Korean consumers’ skin is similar to Thai
skin, and thus using Korean products would yield more effective results than products from Europe
and the USA40.
38 Mahasan, S. (2010, 17 November). Trend Watching: Cosmetics Market in Thailand, Siam Turakij
Newspaper.
39 Missha Global Website.
40 Beauty and Personal Care-Thailand, (2010), Euromonitor International: Country Market Insight.
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CHAPTER 3. MARKETING STRATEGIES OF MAJOR
JAPANESE AND KOREAN COSMETIC COMPANIES
Building a strong brand is a way of differentiating a product from competing brands. A
product with strong brand equity is a valuable asset to a firm, which can be developed through
enhanced perceived quality, brand loyalty, and brand awareness or brand associations41. These
elements cannot be either built or destroyed in the short run but can be created only in the long run
through carefully designed marketing investments. It is particularly important to have a successful
brand when consumers are presented with different product choices. In the cosmetics market, where
consumers are faced with increasing numbers of products, the right marketing mix must be carefully
designed and implemented to achieve sustainable results over the long run. The following section
presents the marketing strategies of major Japanese and Korean cosmetic companies in which the
similarities and differences are compared and discussed.
Section 1. JAPANESE COSMETICS COMPANIES
The examples of Japanese cosmetic companies that are selected for the discussion of
marketing strategies include two leading Japanese cosmetics firms, Shiseido and Kose. Since there
are many subsidiary brands under each company with different market positioning, an overall
approach of marketing plan will be analyzed as representative of Japanese cosmetics companies’
marketing strategies.
3.1.1. Shiseido
Shiseido has grown from its start in 1872 as Japan’s first Western-style pharmacy and has
41 Yoo, B. et al. (2000) An Examination of Selected Marketing Mix Elements and Brand Equity,
Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, 28(2), p195-211.
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become one of the world’s leading cosmetics companies. Its businesses involve manufacturing and
marketing of cosmetics, toiletries, skin care products, health foods, beauty foods, and
pharmaceuticals. The products and services are divided into 3 divisions: Cosmetics, Professional,
and others42. Cosmetics segment represented 61.7% of the company’s total net sales in year 2009,
encompassing brand names such as Maquillage, Clé de Peau Beauté, and Benefique, as well as
non-Shiseido brands such as Jean Paul Gaultier, and IPSA43.
The company is heavily dependent on the Japanese market. Japan accounted for 62.3% of
its total revenue in 2009, followed by Asia/Oceania (15.9%), Europe (14.5%), and America (7.3%)44.
Although the company’s presence in overseas markets is increasing, a significant portion of sales is
still generated in Japan. High dependence on its domestic market makes the company highly
sensitive to the demand fluctuations of the region.
Fig 3.1: Overseas sales and Overseas sales ratio (left), Domestic sales of Cosmetics business
(right)
Source: Shiseido’s 2010 Annual Report
42 Shiseido Company, Limited, October 2009, Data Monitor.
43 Shiseido. 2010 Annual Report.
44 Shiseido Company, Limited, October 2009, Data Monitor.
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Shiseido Brand’s Marketing Strategy:
Many global companies totally modify their strategies to suit specific local markets,
whereas the extreme opposite would entail offering identical products at identical prices through
identical distribution systems and promotional programs regardless of locations or markets. In the
case of Shiseido with its global reputation, it defines “Japan and other Asian countries as one
market"45. In a broad sense, this would mean that Shiseido’s perspective emphasizes the trend
towards the homogenization of markets and buyer behavior which implies applying domestic
strategies to the foreign markets. Nevertheless, there are some examples below that illustrate
modifications of its marketing strategies in Asia and observed in Thailand, although it is unclear
whether such marketing programs are specific to Thailand alone.
Branding of Shiseido
Shiseido Thailand covers 8 prestige brands (Shiseido, Clé de Peau Beauté, Nars, IPSA,
Ettusais, ISSEY MIYAKE, Jean Paul Gaultier, Narciso Rodriguez) and 3 masstige brands (Za,
Majorica Majorca, Aqua Label). The current sales contribution of the ‘Shiseido’ brand in Thailand is
75% of the company’s total Thai revenue. The unique concept of blending eastern aesthetics with
western science provides Shiseido with strong a differentiating factor. Overall, Shiseido has based its
brand building on five key points46:
 Creativity and innovation in all its product offerings
 Unique blend of oriental mystique and sensitivity with western fashion
 Application of clinically tested formulae to create products that would enhance skin care
and beauty: Shiseido has always used its research and development to introduce products
based on clinically tested formulae.
 Ability to customize its offerings to its different markets by constantly analyzing market
trends
45 Nikkei News (2010, September 10) More Japanese firms treat world as single market.
46 Roll, M. (2005, November 10) CASE: Shiseido, Asian Brand strategy: How Asia Builds Strong
Brands.
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 Strong distribution strategy
Positioning of Brands and Marketing Mix
While Shiseido has positioned itself predominantly as a high-end premium and luxury brand
in the US and the European markets, it spans the entire market spectrum from low-end value, middle
and luxury segments in Asia. Based on the brands available in Thailand, however, the market is
divided into two polarized segments: super luxury/luxury and masstige.
The marketing effort of superluxury/luxury product lines are centralized in the distribution
channels and value-added counseling. High-end products are distributed at selected department
stores. Example is Clé de Peau Beauté, which is available in only 8 department stores located in
Bangkok with the price around 31,000 baht (85,000 yen). Offering at select locations will ensure the
brand to appeal to targeted women in their 30s who do not compromise in making investments for
beauty. The products offered in the high-end premium range include both skin care and make-up. In
addition, less emphasis is placed on TV commercials; instead, advertisements in lifestyle-related
magazines are the main focus47.
Table 3.1: Channels and Brands grouped by customer buying behavior (Japan)48
Domain Combinations of Channels and Brands/Lines
V
al
ue
-A
dd
ed
C
ou
ns
el
in
g
Sales technique in which beauty consultants
communicate value to value-conscious
customers seeking cosmetics most suited to them
Voluntary chain stores, department stores, general
merchandise stores X high-priced counseling
products centered on relationship-building
brands/lines such as Cle de peau BEAUTE, Revital
Granas and Benefique
Sp
ot
C
ou
ns
el
in
g Sales technique involving mass advertisement
and "one-point counseling" (tips) for customers
who are very interested in cosmetics trends
Drug stores X mid-priced counseling products
centered on mega lines such as MAQUILLAGE and
Elixir
47 Brandage Magazine (2002, December) Shiseido..one for all, all for one.
48 Shiseido. 2010 Annual Report.
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Se
lf-
Se
le
ct
io
n Sales techniques involving delivery of
information at the sales counters for
price-conscious customers who make their own
choices
Self-selection counters at drug stores and general
merchandise stores X low-priced self-selection and
toiletry products centered on mega lines such as
Aqua Label, Integrate, Tsubaki and Uno
Source: Shiseido’s 2010 Annual Report
Table 3.1 describes the channels and value-added services offered through each channel in
Japan. Although there is a separation between value-added counseling and spot counseling in Japan,
these two categories are fused together into one channel in Thailand49. While the spot counseling is
offered for mid-priced products at drug store in Japan, full counseling is offered at the beauty
counter at department stores in Thailand (Fig 3.2). The mid-priced products of Japan are available at
the ‘Shiseido’ counter in Thailand. These differences in channel of distribution and product display
may influence consumer’s perception in the brand image between the two countries.
Fig 3.2: Different channels of mid-priced products between Thailand (left) and Japan
Source: Google image search
In Thailand, the marketing approach of the Shiseido brand is not limited to attracting only
affluent adult consumers, but also university students and women who just enter their first job in
their early 20s, particularly who are fans of Japanese products. Since the beginning of 2010, Shiseido
49 Writer’s Observation in Thailand’s market.
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has offered a so called ‘Shiseido Tokyo Counter’, a separate counter at select department store in
Bangkok. Thailand is the second country in the world where Shiseido is applying the ‘Tokyo
counter’ concept after a successful debut in Taiwan. Shiseido Tokyo Counter spices up the brand
image of Shiseido to appear younger and trendier in order to attract younger crowds. The approach
of Tokyo counter concept preserves ‘Japan origin’ as Shiseido’s original brand identity, while also
adds to the consumer’s perception of ‘Tokyo’ as being a modern and trendy city. The new counter
concept is a good way to differentiate market position from the regular Shiseido counter, which
presents customers with a concept of timeless elegance and beauty. The extra channel will strengthen
Shiseido’s brand, as well as broaden its customer bases. The product offerings at Tokyo counter will
be ‘Japanese concept’ products which had never been available in Thailand before such as the brands
Elixir Superieur, Melanoreduce EX, Maquillage, and Anessa. In addition, new product launches will
be more frequent than at the regular counter to suit the concept of being trendy and fashionable. The
price at the Tokyo counter will be around 1,100-4,700 baht per piece (3000-13000 yen per piece),
whereas the price range at regular counters is 1300- 10000 baht (3500-30000 yen)50. This pricing
strategy indicates that Shiseido does not use lower prices to attract younger consumers.
In Thailand, although sales of prestige brands accounted for 90% of total revenue, it
experienced sluggish growth of 5% in 2009. On the other hand, there is higher growth potential for
the masstige segment as consumer purchasing power dropped. As a result, Shiseido has turned its
attention towards building masstige brands in line with market demand51. While the approximate
market value of the masstige market in Thailand in 2006 was 10 billion baht, it is expected to reach
15 billion baht by 2013. Similar growth potential is also seen in other Asian countries such as Hong
Kong, Taiwan, and Malaysia. Shiseido’s masstige brands target teenagers, university students and
women in their first career who look for high-quality products that offer good value for money. This
targeted group prefers international brands, likes to purchase off-the-shelf, and is likely to gather
product information from various sources for comparison. To match the consumer behavior, Shiseido
will place products through chain drug stores and specialty stores located in Bangkok and other
50 Muanmart, A. (2010, January 4). J-Trend Return, Positioning Magazine.
51 Manager Online. (2009, December 11) Shiseido’s Tokyo counter: Expand customer base.
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major cities in Thailand. For example, Majorica Majorca, a make-up line, was positioned to attract
teenage girls from 14 years old to early 20s women. The prices start from 100 baht to 700 baht
(~300-2,000 yen) to facilitate ease of purchase. In Thailand, Shiseido invested a marketing budget
amounting to 45% of total masstige group sales for the promotion of masstige brands, aiming to
build them into a third pillar for the group. The marketing budget will be used mainly for in-store
promotion, road shows at offices and universities, and advertisements in teenage magazines.
Shiseido Thailand is trying to balance brand portfolio by increasing sales contribution to 8% from
masstige brands, and reducing sales of Shiseido brand from 75% to 70%, and non-Shiseido brands
from 25% to 22%52.
In a broad sense, the marketing strategy of Shiseido in Thailand is very similar, though not
identical, to that which it pursues in the Japanese market. The focus on the three channels coupled
with different degrees of service is the core element in propagating brands to reach target customers
by matching diverse buying behaviors. While the premium market position is to be maintained
through high-technology product development delivered through use of the right marketing mix, the
masstige brands are being built to match emerging customer demands. Even though there are only
three masstige Shiseido brands being marketing in Thailand, there are as many as 10 brands in Japan,
providing a buffer for Shiseido to compete in this segment in the future. Nevertheless, consumer
demand could drastically change, which could impact marketing direction and Shiseido’s goal of
building masstige brands as its third pillar.
3.1.2. KOSE
Kose Corporation (KOSE) is a cosmetics manufacturer founded in 1946 with current
business operations in 13 countries, located primarily in Asia. The company produces and markets
its own brands of cosmetics such as COSME DECORTE, BEAUTE de KOSE, ESPRIQUE
PRECIOUS, SEKKISUI, as well as selection of other brands through licensing arrangements such as
ANNA SUI, PAUL & JOE, and JILL STUART. Since its inception, Kose’s pioneering research and
52 Muanmart, A. (2008, November) Shiseido’s new strategy on premium mass, Positioning Magazine.
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development has contributed to it being the 3rd largest player in Japan’s competitive cosmetic
market. The seminal concept of its corporate activities has been ‘to offer the highest quality
cosmetics to each and every customer, drawing on our original technologies’53. The company
develops its products in three brand categories: high prestige brands, prestige brands, and
self-selection brands.
Kose Corp ranked third with a 5% value share in 2009 equating to 200 billion yens in sales
and a 5% decline on the previous year. The company had busied itself strengthening its core
super-premium Cosme Decorte line, but this strategy did not suit as the economy swayed into
recession at the end of 200854. Although overall sales have been declining, Kose experienced strong
growth of 17% in 2009 in Thailand’s market55.
Figure 3.3: Net sales and operating income of Kose
Source: Kose’s IR material
53 Kose Corporation: Company Profile, 28 April 2010, Data Monitor.
54 Kose Corp- Beauty and Personal Care-Japan. Local company profile, 20 July 2010, Euromonitor.
55 Prachachart Turakit (2010. June 7) Kose’s SEKKISEI, whitening workshop.
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Kose’s marketing strategy
Similar to Shiseido’s, Kose’s marketing strategy seems to be “regional standardization”
since its primary focus used to be only in Asian countries. Kose’s product development under the
three brand categories is the same, but there are fewer brands sold through each channel in Thailand.
Branding of Kose
In its effort to establish global presence, Kose engages in brand building through only
selected existing brands rather than launching new products. These strategic brands include
SEKKISEI, COSME DECORTE, and BEAUTE de KOSE56, which are positioned in the high-end
market. The focus on nurturing its existing brands enables the company to avoid extra costs involved
in developing and promoting short-lived brands.
Fig 3.4: Kose’s strategic brand SEKKISEI and its trends in overseas sales
Source: Kose’s 2009 Annual report
One of the most heavily-promoted brands is SEKKISEI; a skin care brand which is one of
the mainstays supporting Kose’s growth in sales overseas, including Thailand. The brand features
herbal extracts that promote a whitening effect. Similar to Shiseido’s skin care line, Sekkisei consists
56 KOSE. 2009 Annual report.
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of a series of products - facial wash, toner, lotion, and cream - all of which promote whitening. The
three or four step approach is common among Japanese skin care products. The emphasis on
whitening property, enhanced by the tagline ‘Skin like fresh snow’ matches well with Thai
consumers’ demand for fair skin. In fact, the market value of whitening products in Thailand as of
2007 was 3.1 billion baht, representing 48% of the total value of the facial care market57. In addition,
in 2010, Kose appointed a local spokesperson for the brand for the first time since it was introduced
to Thailand’s market. At the same time, it introduced a new brand, SEKKISEI SUPREME, which
also offers whitening effect.
In Thailand, Kose’s marketing promotions for the high-end brands center on engaging Kose
members in beauty events or beauty workshops. In addition, Kose tries to increase its customer base
through co-promotion with credit cards in order to reach the right target segment.
Positioning of Brands and Marketing Mix
Kose relies on the ‘selective sales channel system’ in which the brands are carefully
designed and are delivered to customers at the right channels. The approach means that the channels
would optimally match the buying styles and habits of the target customer groups. The channel
system is very similar to what is employed by Shiseido. There are two basic approaches. One
involves providing counseling to customers, and the other is to leave customers to choose on their
own, a ‘self-selection’ approach.
 High-prestige brands: High-prestige category accounted for around 40% of company’s total
sales and profit in fiscal 200858. These brands are in the premium position, emphasizing
cutting-edge technologies and research, and hence sold mainly through department stores at
selected locations. For example, Cosme Decorte AQ and Cosme Decorte are only available
in 4 department stores in Bangkok at the average price of 31,000 baht per piece (85,000
yen). The top-quality brands are delivered with first-rate service through specially-trained
57 Manchainimitr, S. (2007, November) Whitening products in Thailand, Positioning Magazine.
58 Kose Corp- Beauty and Personal Care-Japan. Local company profile, 20 July 2010, Euromonitor.
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beauty consultants that will recommend products according to individual skin profile and
lifestyle needs. The selective channels signify ‘something special’ to the consumer.
 Prestige Brands: In Thailand, the brands in this segment are individually displayed at their
own cosmetic counters in department stores, with beauty consultants to assist in answering
questions and recommends products59. In comparison to high-prestige brands, prestige
brands are available at a broader range at department stores, located both in Bangkok and
other major cities in urban areas. The average price per piece is 2,300 baht (6,000 yen). On
the other hand, in Japan, the brands in this category are sold through drug stores. The
products are displayed on the shelf mixed with other brands, while beauty consultants are
available as needed. The difference of sales distribution and the ways products are displayed
in Thailand may lead customers to associate these brands with a higher position than in
Japan.
 Self-Selection Brands: The products under this category are sold through chain drug stores,
which is the same as Shiseido’s masstige brands. However, Kose does not promote these
brands through public media as much as Shiseido, but emphasis is through in-store
promotion. Kose may have put less emphasis on the self-selection brands since they are not
the strategic brands based on its global expansion strategy. This is different from Shiseido’s
strategy, who is determined to build masstige brands as its third pillar for a more balanced
brand portfolio. The price is comparable to Shiseido masstige brands, ranging from 200 baht
(600 yen) to 750 baht (2,000 yen) per piece60.
59 Writer’s observation.
60 Observation at the drug store in Thailand. April 2011.
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Fig 3.5: List of brands under Kosé (Red defines brands that are available in Thailand)
Source: Kose’s company profile
Despite being established as a leading cosmetics company in Asia, especially in the
premium market position, the company still experienced an overall decline in revenue over the past
few years. This drove the company to start expanding overseas.
3.1.3. Summary of similarities and differences of major Japanese cosmetics company
marketing strategies
There are both similarities and differences in the marketing approaches of the two major
cosmetics firms.
First, both firms seem to treat Thailand very similarly to the Japanese cosmetics market. ‘A
country specific approach’ is not apparent in Thailand’s market. Second, both offer consumers a
wide selection of brands that rely on distribution channels and beauty consulting services which
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match the buying behavior of different consumer segments. For high-prestige brands, the selling
approach coupled with high-quality service is deeply associated with the Japanese culture. In
Japanese customs, customers tend to demand excellent service and product quality, and service
providers or sellers are expected to go the extra mile to ensure that customers are satisfied and that
the product or service is giving the performance promised61. This Japanese approach is also applied
in Thailand’s market, illustrating the way in which the Japanese cosmetics brands engage customers
in building long-term relationship with the brands. Third, in line with personalized service at beauty
counters or points of contacts, less emphasis is placed on TV Commercials. Instead, the
advertisements in related magazines are a popular means of reaching the target market. Moreover,
marketing events, especially with loyal customers will ensure high levels of engagement and a long
term relationship with the brands. Fourth, Japanese cosmetics products are well accepted as premium
products. Usually the products have a long history with proven quality. Products available are also
introduced in a series of steps, especially for skin care products, rather than a one-step or all-in-one
product.
On the other hand, there are different key elements in marketing approaches between the
two cosmetics firms. First, Shiseido seems to promote all of their brands, both premium-positioning
and self-selected brands (multi-branding), while Kose only centers on promoting few selected
strategic brands.
Second, in broadening their customer base, Shiseido aims downmarket towards focusing on
the masstige brands with which it expects to create the third pillar for the group. In contrast, Kose
simply focuses on its strong position in the premium segment, attracting affluent customers to
become Kose fans through its products.
61 Genestre, A. et al. (1995) What does marketing really mean to the Japanese, Marketing Intelligence &
Planning, 13(9), pg. 16-27.
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Section 2. KOREAN COSMETICS COMPANIES
The success of many brands from South Korea in Thailand - including those in the
cosmetics industry - was partly influenced by the spread of Korean culture. “Hallyu”, or the “Korean
Wave” refers to the phenomenon of Korean pop culture, such as TV dramas, films, pop music,
fashion, and online games being widely embraced and shared among the people of Japan, China,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, and other Asian countries. Hallyu fever really took hold when the KBS TV
drama Winter Sonata was first shown on Japan’s NHK BS-2 channel in April 2003. Hallyu has since
exploded beyond all expectations to become a sweeping cultural influence across Asia. In May 2006,
Korean superstar singer Rain again confirmed its impact. In the May 8th issue of Time magazine, he
was listed as one of the year’s 100 most influential people in the world. When asked what had made
him into a global superstar in a span of less than four years, Rain said it was thanks to the popularity
throughout Asia of the KBS TV drama Full House, in which he starred62.
The impact of Korean culture on the Thais led to high growth in number of Thai tourists
visiting Korea in 2004.
Fig 3.6: Number of Foreign Tourists to Korea in 2003-2005.
Source: Korea Tourism Organization Publication (2005)
The Hallyu phenomenon not only raised South Korea’s national brand overseas, it provided
62 Han, H. and Lee, J. (2008, April 1) A Study on the KBS TV Drama Winter Sonata and its Impact on
Korea's Hallyu Tourism Development, Journal of travel & tourism marketing, 24(2/3), pg. 115.
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its manufacturers in all sectors with high visibility, and a highly marketable cultural support for the
region. Indeed the overall Korean cosmetics market has been lifted by a regional wave of Korean
popular culture. In 2010, Korean cosmetics exports grew 32.9% from 2009, covering over 119
countries around the world. Korean cosmetics have also gained high popularity among Thai
consumers with estimated market value in Thailand of 2,000 million baht (5,300 million yen).
Korean light makeup style is projected through Korean actors and actresses; a desired makeup trend
Thai women wishes for. Thus, it is speculated that Thai women may believe that they can also
achieve flawless, naturally-looking skin by using Korean make-ups63. While few Korean brands
existed in Thailand’s market during the first 3 years after market entry in 2004, there are as many as
100 brands currently64; yet only a few brands truly dominate the market. Although fast market
penetration of Korean cosmetics was instigated by Hallyu culture, brand success cannot be sustained
without the right marketing instruments. Therefore, in order to see the marketing efforts of the
Korean cosmetics companies, the marketing strategies for three leading brands in Thailand - ‘Etude’,
‘Skin Food’, and ‘The Face Shop’ – have been selected as representative of Korean cosmetics
marketing strategies.
3.2.1. Amorepacific Corporation
AmorePacific Corp was established as a spin-off from Pacific Corp and its business include
‘cosmetics’ and ‘mass beauty & Sulloc’. Mass Beauty & Sulloc covers the company’s business in
areas of hair care, body care, and green tea, whereas company’s cosmetics business unit includes
skin care and color cosmetics, which accounted for 82% of the company sales in 2009. The company
had 22 brands in 2009, such as Amorepacific, Etude, Laneige, Mamonde, Innisfree, Iope, Hera,
Sulwhasoo, Lolita Lempicka, etc65.
In the Korean domestic cosmetics sector, the company is the market leader with 35.1%
63 The Chosun Ilbo English Online News. (2011, May 10) Korean Makeup Trends Find Global
Following.
64 Manager Weekly Magazine (2010 October 22) Korean cosmetics brands strategies.
65 AmorePacific Corp-Beauty and Personal Care- South Korea, July 2010, Euromonitor International:
Local Company Profile.
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market share, winning over many global brands such as L’Oreal, and Proctor and Gamble66. Despite
the economic recession, it recorded the largest sales value increase in 2009, particularly its premium
brands such as Sulwhasoo, Hera, and V=B Program, which grew about 30% in 2009. The numbers
of Aritaum outlets increased from 878 in 2008 to 1047 shops in 2009 and supermarket shops also
increased from 257 in 2008 to 301 in 2009. Operating under the tag line ‘Asian Beauty Creator’,
Amorepacific is investing ambitiously overseas, anticipating over a fourth of its overall sales to be
abroad by 201567. Its fragrances have already gained a firm foothold in France, and its marketing in
China begun to turn a profit in 2007, and brands entered more than 30 department stores in US,
where it is recognized as a premium Asian cosmetics brand68.
Although in Korea the company has various brands targeting different consumer’s group, in
Thailand it focuses on low-priced and mid-priced brands targeting trendy young customers. Among
them is the brand ‘ETUDE’, a make-up brand characterized by its pink and cute packages which
attracts many teenagers.
Figure 3.7: Amorepacific Corporation Sales Records: Domestic (left) and international (right)
Source: AmorePacific Company Introduction 2010
66 AmorePacific: Company Introduction 2010.
67 AmorePacific Company IR materials.
68 AmorePacific Company Introduction 2010.
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Etude Brand’s Marketing Strategy:
Etude’s brand concept is based on ‘high quality’, ‘simple design’, ‘reasonable price’, and
‘wide variety of colors’. The brand identity is characterized by ‘Sweet Brand’ which can aid the
realization of every young woman’s dreams. In market share in Thailand it is ranked as the number
one Korean cosmetic brand with an average growth rate of 30% annually69.
Positioning of Brands and Marketing Mix
Etude’s marketing mix is aligned with its brand concept and brand identity. Besides the
product distribution through its 26 cosmetic counters in department stores, its 6 stand-alone ‘Etude
House’ shops provide a ‘Total Beauty Solution’ in an atmosphere of fairy tale interiors. The
decoration resembles a princess’s private room and attracts a lot of young browsers, which allows
Etude to organize in-store activities and thus build a relationship with the customers. Although the
stand-alone shops charm many cosmetics shoppers, the revenue gained through the stand-alone
shops is less than those from its cosmetic counters. This result contrasts with that in Korea and other
Asian countries, in which Etude relies solely on stand-alone shops. Thus, stand-alone shops in
Thailand seem to serve as brand-character building rather than revenue-generating. Nevertheless,
Etude plans to adjust the ratio of cosmetic counters to stand-alone shops to 1:1 in order to strengthen
brand identity while increasing activities at stand-alone shops. Etude’s dual channel allow the brand
to attract two customer groups: the stand-alone shops are positioned to capture teenage girls between
15-20 years old, whereas Etude cosmetic counters mainly serve young females between the ages of
25-3070.
Etude also emphasizes expanding the number of shops beyond Bangkok metropolitan area.
In suburban areas, Etude adopts a franchise system to create networks of stand-alone style shops.
So far, it has been very successful with its franchise system.
69 Manager Weekly Magazine (2009, October 12) ETUDE drops price fighting competitors.
70 Ibid.
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Fig 3.8: Etude House in Bangkok (left), Etude House’s Interior (top right), Etude products
(bottom right)
Source: Google image search
In addition to its unique store ambiance, the cosmetics packages also stand out from other
brands. Products are contained in pink packages with elaborative designs. Because of its
distinguished packaging, many people buy the products just for its attractiveness71. Although it
seems that Etude spends extra on product appearance, prices starts from only $4 with the average
price of only $15, surprisingly cheap compared to an overall impression of the store and product
presentation. This low-price point is consistent with the ‘reasonable price’ as one of its brand
promises and it is one of its strategies to compete with other cosmetics brands.
In the area of product line, South Korea’s skin-care and make-up market has its own
idiosyncrasy. The current trend is ‘Blemish Balm’, abbreviated ‘BB’, a hybrid between skin-care and
make-up sparked by surgery creams pioneered in Germany, but currently hugely popular among
Korean celebrities. Etude is one of the leading Korean brands that adopted the surgery cream
71 Preliminary interview
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concept and advertised their BB line extensively. ‘BB’ comes in various product forms, most
commonly compact foundation powder or cream which contains both skin-care and make-up
properties that claim to help achieve flawless, natural-looking skin. The concept of beauty in Korea
stresses clean, clear skin rather than colorful make-up. This fact is portrayed in the make-up styles of
Korean idols that show a natural look of clear skin with minimal coloring. Etude’s and many Korean
brands’ BB products use organic and/or herbal ingredients which claim to have at least 3 product
benefits, including skin protection, skin correction, and skin smoothing properties.
Figure 3.9: Typical advertisement of BB product effect before and after use (left), Etude’s BB
Source: Manager Weekly Magazine, BB Cream: Korean brand symbol
The product effectiveness is clearly shown through ‘before’ and ‘after’ video demonstration
and many testimonials72. The all-in-one product characteristics minimize make-up steps, going
against the tradition that involves using separate make-up steps. Its ease of use, supported by the
image of Korean-style beauty as flawless skin illustrated by Korean idols, has led to fast market
penetration. Only three years after the product was introduced into Thailand’s market, BB became
one of the must-have items among young female consumers with market value as high as 1200
million baht (40 million USD)73.
72 Manager Weekly Magazine (2010, July 2) BB Cream: Korean brand symbol.
73 Positioning Magazine (200,9 December) Insight : BB Cream.
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The shift in consumer demand towards BB products had a huge impact on the existing
powder product portfolio in Thailand’s market. Within the last 4 years, the loose powder market
valued at 600 million baht(20 million USD) decreased by more than half, while sales of compact
powder, including BB, almost doubled. The ratio between uses of loose powder to compact powder
changed from 60:40 to 30:70. Etude has around 30% of the BB market with an average growth rate
of 10-15%74.
Despite Etude’s success, the company faced several counterfeit products as well as the
influx of the same products from Korea through unauthorized sellers, which sell products at much
cheaper prices. Some grey market products are even half-price. The price disparity led Etude to
invest in a price promotion campaign, dropping price permanently by 20% from original prices. In
addition, Etude organized a beauty pageant called ‘Etude Princess’ in order to find brand
representatives to promote and educate people to distinguish between genuine and counterfeit
products. This product promotion is in addition to its heavy advertisement featuring Korean idols
from famous Korean dramas as well as Thailand’s local idols that participate in marketing events
with Etude club members. To appear as ‘trend setter’, Etude changes its Korean spokesperson every
year, while also launching new product collections as often as 6 times per year75.
3.2.2. Skin Food
Skin Food is part of Peeres group and headed by its founder, owner and the current
chairman, J.M Cho who has been in the women’s beauty and skin care business since 1957. The very
first Skin Food store was opened in Myeong-Dong district in Seoul in December 2004. Its
differentiated brand concept of ‘Good Food for health is also good for the skin’ propelled the
company to become one of the fastest growing Korean cosmetic brands. Today, there are over 200
stores in 11 countries, most located in the Asia region. There are currently 23 branches in Thailand76.
It is ranked as number 2 among Korean cosmetics brands, even though sales are almost 50% less
74 Ibid.
75 Manager Weekly Magazine (2009, October 12) ETUDE drops price fighting competitors.
76 Skin Food Homepage. Company Information.
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than Etude’s77. The company still remains private, and thus limited information is available on its
financial status.
Skin Food’s Marketing Strategy:
Skin Food is the first food cosmetic brand developed with a unique concept of ‘food'.
Although many current cosmetic brands present themselves using natural ingredients, Skin Food
presents itself using ‘food’ ingredients, a specific category of natural products. Skin Food’s logo is a
guardian angel. The logo was designed to represent purity and goodness in their products. In
addition, the logo also connotes that Skin Food is like a guardian angel sent to protect and carefully
guards the skin78.
Positioning and Marketing Mix
Skin Food positions itself as a premium brand, similar to that of ‘Body Shop’ from L’Oreal.
Unlike many brands that target specific age range demographics, Skin Food aims for a very broad
target market: from young teenage girls to women in their 50s79.
Skin Food’s premium positioning is emphasized through its own manufacturing plant, which
guarantees fresh preparation of products without using preservatives. Product recipes contain
‘Edible’ ingredients such as black raspberry, mushroom, salmon, caviar, tomato, carrot, etc. The use
of food concentrates as ingredients perhaps facilitates the ease of brand recognition and product
benefits. Skin Food has as many as 700 SKUs ranging from make-up, including BB creams,
skin-care, body and hair products for women as well as a few items for men and babies. Similar to
Etude, Skin Food also uses elaborated designs on its product packaging, employing colors that match
the colors of ingredients used. The distribution channel consists only of stand-alone shops located
inside department stores. There are no Skin Food cosmetic counters.
Prices of products are very affordable, ranging from as low as $1 to as high as $40. Skin
77 Siam Turakij Newspaper (2009. October 28) Korean cosmetics deal with grey market.
78 Skin Food Homepage. Company Information.
79 Muanmart, A. (2006, February) Skin Food: Food for Skin, Positioning Magazine.
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Food employs sales promotion which includes coupons, samples, as well as royal reward program
through collection of points. Heavy spenders can apply for 2-year membership, allowing them to get
10% discount along with other benefits such as free make-up sessions and free spa treatments.
Besides, in contrary to other Korean cosmetics brands such as ETUDE, and The Faceshop, Skin
Food uses only few star idols to endorse its advertisement campaigns.
Fig 3.10: Front and Interior store presentation and products
Source: Central Plaza Department store, shopping directory
3.2.3. The Face Shop Korea Co.,Ltd.
As of January 15, 2010, TheFaceShop Korea Co., Ltd. operates as a subsidiary of LG
Household & Health Care Ltd80. The company was founded in 1962 as The Face Shop and changed
its name to TheFaceShop Korea Co., Ltd. in 2003. The first shop was opened in 2003 in
Myong-dong district with a low-price brand concept, and is now the third largest cosmetics company
in Korea with 700 stores in 17 countries, covering Asia, North America, and the Middle-East. The
brand entered Thailand in 2005 and by 2006, the company reached 100 shops overseas 81 .
TheFaceshop recorded sales of 250 billion won (232 million USD) in 2009 with a 19% operating
profit margin for each of the last four years since 200682.
80 Bloomberg (n.d.) THEFACESHOP Korea Co.Ltd.
81 The Faceshop Co Ltd – Beauty and Personal Care- South Korea, July 2010, Euromonitor International:
Local Company Profile.
82 Song, J. (2009, November 25) Affinity sells Korean group stake, Financial Times.
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Figure 3.11: Number of Stores (Left), and Sales Trend of The FaceShop Korea Co.,Ltd.
Source: LG Household & Health Care Ltd’s IR material
TheFaceShop Marketing Strateg
y:
Source: LG Household & Health Care Ltd’s IR material
TheFaceShop has an attractive value proposition for the customers. Its brand slogan
‘Inspired by Nature’, is built on the appeal of natural ingredients from almost 600 varieties of
botanical extracts. All products claim to have been produced from natural products with no
chemicals. In Korea, the brand was successful due to the emergence of a ‘Well-Being’ trend. In the
beverage industry, healthier drinks have been more popular in Korea. Before, people drank green tea
like water, but now people drink it because it is fashionable and as part of the trend of being health
conscious. In Korea, TheFaceShop recently conducted a joint marketing campaign with Coca-Cola
Korea on Green Tea83. The brand also maximizes value-to-price ratio by eliminating extra product
costs of nonessential aspects in packaging, product formulations (like color or fragrance) and
multiple distribution layers84. Korean cosmetics had previously been dominated by large retailers
supplied by wholesalers. TheFaceShop cut out the middlemen, directly supplying franchised
TheFaceShop stores selling only its brand. Unlike many leading cosmetics companies, The
FaceShop Co Ltd does not have its own manufacturing facilities. The company outsources
production to two Korean manufacturers85. The reduction of unnecessary costs leads to savings that
are passed along to the consumer. Thus, the products are made available at very affordable prices in
83 Roll, M. (n.d.) Asian Brand Strategy. Fashion brand Strategy, Korean Cosmetics brand, fashion brand,
Asian brand.
84 Alexander, A. (2005) The Korean Cosmetics Connection, Drug Store News. ABI/INFORM Trade &
Industry. pg. 4.
85 Business Week (2005, November 14) Korea: TheFaceShop.
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very simply-designed packaging.
Positioning of Brands and Marketing Mix
The Faceshop Co.,Ltd. was ranked fifth in overall beauty and personal care with a 3% value
share in 2009. Despite the economic deterioration, the company achieved 10% sales increase in first
half of 2009. Like other beauty and personal care manufacturers, the company aggressively adopts
mass marketing activities, including advertising campaigns featuring leading Korean actors and
actresses, to appeal to a wide range of consumers. The company insists its consumer base comprises
all age groups. It is, however, assumed that the major consumer segment is skewed towards
teenagers and those in the early 20s, given its price level86. After the announcement of its acquisition
by LG Household & Health Care Ltd, the brand still maintains its mass market positioning. However,
the products will move from low-price to mid-price range, in response to improved product
functionality. LG Household & Health Care Ltd hopes to increase profit margin while also
increasing consumer brand loyalty87.
Fig 3.12: Front and In-store presentation of The Face Shop in Bangkok (left, middle),
TheFaceShop’s simply-designed packaging (right)
Source: Central Plaza Department store, shopping directory
TheFaceShop offers skin care, makeup, cleanser, body care, hair care products as well as
perfume and aroma products with emphasis on natural ingredients. 90% of the products cater to
86 The Faceshop Co Ltd – Beauty and Personal Care- South Korea, July 2010, Euromonitor International:
Local Company Profile.
87 LG Household & Health Care Ltd IR web page. Acquisition of TheFACEShop.
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women, while the rest cover items for men and babies. The brand targets career women from age 25
to 45 who are both health and beauty conscious88. The beverage green tea line as seen in Korea,
however, is not yet offered in Thailand.
Currently, there are 10 shops in Thailand with stand-alone style concepts. Store presentation
is decorated in white with a very-easy-to-browse in-store layout. Products are offered at a wide range
of price points; from a simple face-mask sheet at $2 to rich facial cream containing herbal extracts at
$56.
Although the cost of nonessentials used in manufacturing products was cut, the company
did not skimp on its investment in advertising featuring top Korean actors and actresses.
TheFaceShop realizes the power of using popular icons in attracting and maintaining its brand
image.
3.2.4. Similarities and differences of major Korean cosmetics company marketing strategies
There are several key similarities of marketing strategies among the three Korean cosmetics
brands. One commonly seen is the BB product, which has become a symbol of “made in Korea”
cosmetics, as well as a medium for linking Korean cosmetics with the image of natural-looking
Korean beauty illustrated by the different brand icons. The presence of BB perhaps signifies Korean
focused market on make-up rather than skin-care. While result from using skin care takes months for
proof of product quality, smooth-skin effect after applying BB is immediately noticeable. The instant
effect of make-up perhaps promotes faster brand recognition and brand awareness than skin care
does. The second similarity is that all the three brands expand their distribution networks through
‘stand-alone’ shops, rather than through cosmetics counters. This allows them to concentrate on
building the brand personality, so that customers can associate or ‘experience’ the brand more
directly. Products and store atmospheres also match the various brand identities, e.g. Etude’s
elaborate packaging complements Etude’s princess-themed house, while simpler packaging designs
harmonize with the white interiors of TheFaceShop store. A third similarity is the positioning of
88 RYT9: Local PR news (2005, August 9) The FaceShop opens first branch in Thailand.
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Etude and TheFaceShop brands, which focus on the mass market targeting teenagers and young
female consumers. Skin food, however, aims for a broader target consumer group. Thus, both Etude
and TheFaceShop offer products at relatively low prices, making them very affordable and
encouraging product trials. Although Etude’s positioning appeals to younger consumers, Skin Food
and TheFaceShop also target older consumers. This difference, however, is perhaps because of the
differences in the type of product offered. Etude’s famous BB creams generally appeal to young
trendy girls who are fashion-oriented, whereas ‘food’ ingredients or ‘botanical extracts’ are
accessible for all consumer groups across all age demographics. The fourth similarity is that all the
brands leverage the positive impact of Korean culture, using movie idols as brand ambassadors in
building and strengthening brand recognition.
The impressive achievement of existing Korean cosmetics brands is attracting many new
Korean brands to the Thai market every year. Not every Korean brand succeeds despite the same
positive impact from the spread of Korean culture. Some fail because of not being able to implement
the correct strategy. But Korean cosmetics brands are on the rise and will increasingly challenge the
global market and its dominant players in Thailand and elsewhere.
Section 3. COMPARISON OF JAPANESE AND KOREAN COSMETICS BRANDS
Based on the findings of strategies being implemented by the Japanese and Korean
cosmetics brands in Thailand, the conclusion can be summarized in the following table with respect
to different dimensions of marketing mix and their positioning in the market.
Table 3.2: Summary of Japanese and Korean cosmetics company strategies
Japanese cosmetics Korean Cosmetics
Strategic
Approach
> Regional concentration strategy: Very
strong in Asia, but relatively weak in the
US and the European Markets
> Global outlook Strategy: Fast
expansion that covers Asia, the US, and
the European markets
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> Engage customers through customized
level of Beauty counseling services for
each channel: high-luxury, luxury, and
self selection. Staff is well-trained to
give recommendations for individual
needs.
> Attract customers to come into their
well-decorated stand-alone shops, and
allow customers to browse and try-out
products. Store environment helps
promote impulse-purchase
> Multi-branding strategy in Thailand > Single-branding (in Thailand)
Positioning
> Strong positioning in the premium
market
> Predominant in low to mid-priced
market
Target
Market
> Broad target market: teenagers to
womens in their 50s. However, career
women may be the primary target, based
on premium positioning and price offer
> Target all levels of consumers, but
presumably main customer segment is
comprised of teenagers and women in
their early 20s.
Product
> Skin care is offered in series of steps,
giving customer a sense of 'specialty'
> BB becomes a symbol that defines
Korean cosmetics. Products are
contained in elaborately design packages.
> Product is driven by advanced
technology and clinical tests, so new
products are launched less frequently
than Korean cosmetics.
> Make-up products are heavily driven
by fashion trends; new products are
introduced frequently to appear trendy
and modern.
Price
> Wide price range from low to very
high price
> High concentration on low to
mid-priced points
Place
> Department stores and drug-stores > Primarily through stand-alone shops,
but some also offers at department stores.
Promotion
> Advertisement in lifestyle-related
magazines. Japanese actresses/models
most often endorsed brands, but those
actresses or models are not
well-recognized among Thai people.
> Leverage the positive impact of
Korean culture, using movie idols to
represent brands, and create brand
awareness. Some brands setup marketing
events for members to meet&greet
Korean/Thai movie stars.
> Brand's spokepersons are less
frequently changed.
> Brand's spokepersons are often
changed based on his/her current public
ratings.
> Sales promotion through loyal reward
programs by collecting points, but no
ordinary price discount
> Sales promotions include free samples,
coupons, loyal reward programs and
price discount
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CHAPTER 4. SURVEY OF THAI CONSUMERS
Section 1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF QUESTIONNAIRE
This chapter presents findings based on the results from 200 questionnaires distributed to
Thai female consumers. The questionnaire is divided into 3 sections. The first part of the
questionnaire was an assessment of Thai female consumers’ behavior and opinion about their
selection of general cosmetics products, and the second part deals with specific questions on
Japanese and Korean cosmetics. Finally, part three involves demographic-related questions.
However, the structure of the paper will be organized in the following order: the first part
will describe the demographic background of the 200 respondents, followed by a second section
which analyzes data on consumer behavior and opinion in the selection of general cosmetics. The
third section will be a conclusion and analysis of the results based on questions related to Japanese
and Korean cosmetics as well as the comparison between the two. A cross-tabulation analysis is
carried out to see the relationship, if any, between demographic backgrounds and personal
preferences in selecting Japanese and Korean cosmetics. Finally, the last section will be a conclusion
based on the overall result from questionnaire.
Section 2. DEMOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND OF RESPONDENTS
Age: the majority of the respondents are in the age group between 30-35 years old, followed by the
age group of 20-25 years old, and finally 26-29 years old, accounting for 23%, 19%, and 15%
respectively. These three age groups combined represent more than half of the respondents. In the
survey, teenagers are considered as minorities in the survey, accounting for only 4%.
Highest Education: the majority of the respondents received a bachelor’s degree, followed by
Master’s degree or higher, representing 93% of the total respondents.
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Occupation: In terms of occupation, 42% of the respondents are employees of companies, followed
by 15% who are students and 14% who are entrepreneurs.
Average monthly income, Average money spent on cosmetics, and Number of times per month
cosmetics are purchased: The largest group of respondents (20%) receives an average monthly
income of 20,001 baht to 30,000 baht, followed by 16% of total respondents whose monthly income
falls between 6,000 baht – 12,000 baht, and 16% of respondents who earn monthly income of 12,001
to 20,000 baht. These three income groups make up more than half of the total sample population.
Taking an average across all groups, the average monthly income of the total respondents is 35,240
baht. On the other hand, the average money that is spent on cosmetics by Thai female consumers is
1990 baht across all the income groups. It can be seen that roughly one-third of the consumers
surveyed usually spend around 1,000-2,000 baht on cosmetics, and one-fourth of those spend less
than 1,000 baht. The average amount of money that is spent on cosmetics accounts for 5.6% of the
average monthly income. In addition, 70% of the respondents only purchase cosmetics once a month
or less, while roughly 20% often buy at a frequency of twice a month. Those who purchase
cosmetics 3 times a month or more are comparatively small, accounting for only 8% of the total
respondents.
Section 3. ASSESSMENT ON SELECTING GENERAL COSMETICS
Time spent on applying cosmetics and make-up: The majority of respondents, roughly one-third,
spend 10-20 minutes in applying cosmetics and make-up, while 28% of respondents spend 5-10
minutes. Taking the average across all of the groups, Thai female consumers spend 15.5 minutes in
using cosmetics and make-up. This average number is less than that of Korean women who spend on
average 17 minutes.
Place to purchase cosmetics: About half of the group like to purchase cosmetics at cosmetics
counters in the department store (53%), followed by stand-alone shops (36%) and drug stores (15%).
Supermarket/Hypermarket is the least popular choice amongst the respondents. Interestingly, 8% of
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the respondents selected ‘other’, in which they usually specify either ‘duty free’, or ‘ask friends to
buy from abroad’ in their choices. This finding shows preference of Thai females towards foreign
cosmetics brands, yet they buy them at discounted prices.
Factors in purchasing cosmetics: From the survey, it can be seen that the top 3 factors affecting the
decision to purchase a new brand are quality, price, and convenience. ‘Quality’ and ‘Price’ are
unanimously chosen as first and second factors respectively. ‘Price’ and ‘Convenience’ received the
same number of votes as the third factor. However, many also chose ‘recommendation by others’,
and ‘country of origin’ as their third factor when making a decision to purchase a new brand of
cosmetic.
Information channels of new cosmetics: The most popular means by which respondents became
informed about new cosmetics are through magazines (79%), TV (64%), and friends (58%). Many
also chose ‘Other’ in which they specified ‘website’ or ‘internet’. Even though the new social media
of Twitter and Facebook are growing in popularity, they are still not as widespread as the traditional
media, representing only 4% and 13% respectively.
Popular brands used by the respondents: From the survey, 56% of the respondents have regular
cosmetics brands, versus 44% who do not. Fig 4.1 summarizes cosmetic brands aggregated from all
the respondents who specified their favorite brands. In order to simplify the findings, brands that
were only mentioned once were not included in the chart. The top 5 brands include Shiseido (22
people), Skin Food (9), Mac (9), Etude (9), and Clinique (8). Among all the brands, it can be seen
that Shiseido is by far the most popular of the Japanese cosmetics brands which include Kose and
Kanebo. On the other hand, it can be seen that brands such as Etude and Skin Food are intense
competitive rivals. Face Shop was not mentioned as the favorite brand amongst the selected
respondents.
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Figure 4.1: Assessment of regular cosmetic brands
Agreement to the given statements: There were a total of 19 statements, split into two sets. The
first set asked respondents to choose on a 5-point scale how much they agree or disagree with each
of the statement given, from ‘Strongly Agree’ to ‘Strongly disagree’. The other set of questions
asked respondents to rate the frequency on a 5-point scale, from ‘Always’ to ‘Never’ in which they
encountered in the given scenarios. These statements were questions that intended to inquire about
general behaviors and perspectives of respondents towards choosing cosmetics in general.
Approximately half of the respondents agreed that they closely observe how much they
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spend on cosmetics (Q1) and that they carefully search for the most cost-effective cosmetic products
(Q5) as well as think thoroughly when they buy cosmetics (Q8). Most people agreed that they often
purchase cosmetics that friends recommend (Q3) and not necessarily pick brand of cosmetics that
are widely advertised (Q7) or those claiming to be best-selling brands (Q10). This finding
corresponds well with the previous finding that significant percentage of respondents chose ‘friends’
as a way in which they learn about new cosmetics.
Interestingly, the majority of respondents associated price with quality and also with place,
in which 96 of the respondents agreed that cosmetics with higher price usually have higher quality
(Q2), and that prestige brands should be sold through cosmetic counters in department stores (Q9).
88 of the responses and more than half of the respondents agreed that they value beauty-counseling
services (Q4) as well as regard giving free samples as one factor that encourages subsequent
purchase (Q12). 149 of the respondents either strongly agreed or agreed that they prefer products
designed specifically for Asian skin and 77 responses (Q6) prefer brands from Asian countries
because they feel that they can relate to them more (Q14). In addition, about half of the respondents
prefer using multiple products to all-in-one products (Q11) and agreed that they often found the
information about cosmetic properties confusing (Q13).
In addition, the results from the frequency questions show that the majority of the
respondents (40%) answered ‘sometimes’ to all of the given situations. Almost half of the people
surveyed ‘always’ and ‘often’ had trouble selecting a brand of cosmetics. This result is consistent to
the earlier finding that 44% of the respondents do not have a regular brand of cosmetics, implying
that almost half of respondents were not a loyal to any particular cosmetics brand. Similarly, nearly
20% of the respondents ‘always’ and ‘often’ change the brands that they use, while most of people
(43%) ‘sometimes’ change brands. About one-third of the respondents ‘always’ and ‘often’ made a
purchase on whim, while 15% claimed that they ‘never’ made an impulse purchase. When the
respondents make a cosmetic purchase, 44% ‘always’ and ‘often’ think about the brand’s country of
origin, but only 6% have ‘never’ thought about it. This finding reflects the previous finding that
nearly 40% of the respondents prefer to use brands from Asian countries. Most of the respondents
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either ‘sometimes’ or ‘occasionally’ catch up to the fashion and make-up trends, while much fewer
people ‘always’ do so. This result suggests that the majority of the respondents do not actively search
for new information on cosmetics. Therefore, it may not be necessary for cosmetics manufacturers to
release new products as often as it has been doing to in order to optimally match the consumer’s
lifestyle.
Section 4. ASSESSMENT ON JAPANESE AND KOREAN COSMETICS
Regarding the experience in using Japanese and Korean cosmetics, 66% have answered
‘yes’, while almost one-fifth of the total respondents (18%) has never tried Japanese or Korean
cosmetics. It is also worth noting that more people have used only Japanese cosmetics than those
who have only used Korean cosmetics. Therefore, the responses for this section were based on 156
people who have used Japanese cosmetics, and 138 people who have used Korean cosmetics. Those
who have never used either were asked why they did not use products from either of the two
countries.
4.4.1. Reasons not to buy and to buy Japanese and Korean cosmetics
From Table 4.1, the top reasons for not using Japanese cosmetics are that the products are
‘expensive’, followed by ‘not convenient to buy’, and ‘other reasons’. Other reasons were specified
such as ‘Japanese products don’t appeal to them’, ‘I have sensitive skin’, and ‘use minimal
cosmetics’. On the other hand, top reasons for not using Korean cosmetics are ‘not reliable’, ‘not
suitable for my age’, and ‘expensive’. There are similar comments for not using Korean’s to those
for Japanese brands. But there were additional comments for not using Korean cosmetics such as,
‘Do not believe or trust in the quality of Korean products’, ‘negative country-of-origin image’, and
‘think the product is not good enough’.
On the other hand (Table 4.2), number one reason for buying Japanese cosmetics is ‘good
quality products’. The second factor and third factor cannot really be determined as number of votes
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was almost equivalent among the four factors of ‘Price’, ‘Good Value for money’, ‘Friends
Recommend’, and ‘Brand Image’. Nevertheless, it seems that ‘Price’ and ‘Good Value for Money’
were frequently chosen amongst the four factors. Regardless of their ranking, ‘Good quality
products’ yielded the highest votes, followed by ‘price’, and ‘friend’s recommendation’. As for
Korean cosmetics, ‘Good quality products’ and ‘Price’ are closely voted as the number one reason.
‘Price’ also generated the most votes as a second factor, while ‘Good value for money’ and ‘Cute
packaging’ were equally voted as the third factor in reason for purchasing Korean cosmetics.
Regardless of ranking, however, ‘Price’ was the priority for the respondents, followed by ‘Good
quality of products’, while ‘Good value for money’ and ‘Friends recommend’ were equally chosen.
Table 4.1: Reasons for not buying Japanese and Korean cosmetics
Japanese Cosmetics Korean Cosmetics
1 Expensive 17 40% 10 16%
2 Quality not goodenough 2 5% 8 13%
3 Not Convenient tobuy 13 30% 8 13%
4 Not Reliable 1 2% 23 38%
5 Not suitable to myage 5 12% 13 21%
6 UnattractivePackaging 3 7% 3 5%
7 My friends not using 2 5% 4 7%
8 Brand is notwell-known 3 7% 3 5%
9 Had bad experiencefrom previous use 2 5% 7 11%
10 Products are nottrendy/modern 0 0% 0 0%
11 Other 7 16% 9 15%
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Table 4.2: Reasons for buying Japanese and Korean cosmetics
Japanese Cosmetics Korean Cosmetics
# Answer 1 2 3 Responses 1 2 3 Responses
1 Price 19 33 32 84 34 37 22 93
2 Celebrities who representthe brands 2 1 6 9 3 4 0 7
3 Cute Packaging 3 5 9 17 7 11 24 42
4 Good quality products 96 17 11 124 48 19 17 84
5 Good value for money 9 30 27 66 11 20 24 55
6 Friends recommend 16 28 24 68 22 20 13 55
7 Brand image 8 27 24 59 4 11 14 29
8 Trendy 2 8 4 15 5 12 12 29
9 Promotional Campaign 1 3 5 9 0 0 4 4
1
0
Beauty-counseling
service 0 3 14 17 1 4 7 12
11 Other 0 1 0 1 3 0 1 4
Total 156 156 156 - 138 138 138 -
4.4.2. Popular brands and products of Japanese and Korean cosmetics
Specifically when asked about the Japanese brands that the respondents have used or is
currently using, top five brands include ‘Shiseido’(81%), ‘Biore’(39%), ‘Kanebo’(32%),
‘Kose’(31%), and ‘Majorica Majorca’(28%); the sample totaled 156 respondents (Fig 4.1). The least
popular brands are ‘Aqua Label’, ‘Fasio’, ‘Cosme Decorte’, and ‘Lavshuca’, each accounting for
less than 3%. In addition, Table 4.3 shows the brands according to classification by product
positioning of Shiseido and Kose. It is clear that most of the respondents had more experience in
using products from Shiseido, especially the value-added brands, which were selected more often
than both the mass-tige brands and self-selection brands. Respondents also tend to use more products
from Kose in the high-prestige group than the other two. As for brands from Korea, the most popular
brands are ‘Etude’(80%), ‘Skin Food’(71%), ‘Rojukiss’(25%), and ‘The Face Shop’(21%) out of
138 users. The least commonly used brands are ‘Nature Republic’, ‘Dr. Jart (in Other category), and
‘Missha’, accounting for only 2%, 5%, and 6% accordingly.
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Table 4.3: Group by product positioning of Shiseido and Kose
Shiseido
Value-Added Cle De Peau BEAUTE, Shiseido, Maquillage
69.9%
Masstige Majorica Majorca, Za, Aqua Label
13.4%
Self-Selection Tsubaki
0.7%
Kose
High-Prestige COSME DECORTE, Beaute de KOSE, KOSE
10.4%
Prestige Sekkisei, Visee
1.7%
Self-Selection Fasio
1.7%
In terms of the types of Japanese products, facial care category was the most used,
accounting for 71% of the 156 responses, followed by make-up products representing 60% of the
total, whereas hair products were considered least. However, the multiple-choice answers did not
include shampoo or conditioner, so the number in the hair care category might not fully represent the
entire hair care line. Looking specifically within the facial care category of Japanese products,
cleansers, sunscreen, and moisturizers were the most popular products. In addition, lipstick, lip gloss,
and compact powder were items most used in the make-up category.
As for Korean brands, make-up products were most used by the respondents, showing as
high as 83% of total 138 people who have used Korean products. Skincare category products were
much less chosen, representing 30%, in which most selected items include cleansing, moisturizer,
sunscreen, and mask/scrub. On the other hand, within the make-up category from Korea, lip gloss,
compact powder, BB Cream, and blush-on were popular items picked by respondents. The ‘BB’
category is offered in various forms, either cream or compact powder, so respondents may have
answered for both or either one. However, if compact powder and BB cream categories were to be
combined, they both would represent 26% of total 138 respondents, meaning that one-fourth of the
Thai users use BB products.
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4.4.3. Comparing each aspect of Japanese and Korean cosmetics
A total of 130 respondents have used both Japanese and Korean cosmetics. Therefore, they
were asked to make comparisons between Japanese and Korean cosmetics based on their experience
on the 5-point scale from very high to very low for each of the 7 aspects: Quality, Price, Reliability,
Value for money, Innovation, Brand Image, and Well-Known of the brand. The mean was calculated
based on the followings;
Table 4.4: Scoring Guide
Very High 1
Somewhat High 2
Neither 3
Somewhat Low 4
Very Low 5
Thus, the lower number suggested that particular feature was considered more superior. The
summary can be seen in table 4.5. It can be seen across the board that Japanese cosmetics were
regarded relatively higher than the Korean’s cosmetics. Specifically, Japanese cosmetics were
perceived the highest in terms of brand image, while for ‘Well-known’ was most recognized among
the 7 aspects for Korean cosmetics.
Quality: 66% of respondents chose ‘Somewhat High’ for Japanese cosmetics, while 35% chose for
Korean brands. The majority of the respondents (57%) chose ‘Neither’ for the quality of Korean
cosmetics.
Price: Price is relatively higher for Japanese products than that of Korean cosmetics. 21 people also
mentioned that the price for Korean cosmetics is relatively low, while none of them mentioned this
for Japanese cosmetics. The difference in means between Japanese and Korean cosmetics is the
greatest under this aspect.
Reliability: 115 people (88% of total respondents) regarded Japanese cosmetics as either ‘Very
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High’ or ‘Somewhat High’, while 60 people (46%) thought Korean cosmetics are either ‘Very High’
or ‘Somewhat High’. The majority of the people (68 people, 52%), chose ‘Neither’ for reliability of
Korean cosmetics.
Value for money: The majority of the respondents (77 people, 60%) regard Japanese cosmetics as
‘Somewhat High’, while 60 people (46%) chose ‘Neither’, while 55 people (42%) chose ‘Somewhat
High’ for Korean cosmetics. As opposed to ‘price’ aspect, the mean difference is smallest for this
aspect between Japanese and Korean cosmetics.
Innovation: Most of the people perceived both Japanese and Korean cosmetics as ‘somewhat high’
in terms of innovation. However, there is a larger number of people who view innovation for
Japanese cosmetics as ‘very high’ and ‘somewhat high’ than those who do for Korean cosmetics.
Brand Image: There is a larger number of people who view brand image for Japanese cosmetics as
‘very high’ and ‘somewhat high’ than those who do for Korean cosmetics. Most of the respondents,
however, regard brand image for Korean cosmetics as either ‘somewhat high’ or ‘neither’. This
result shows that brand image of Japanese cosmetics is more superior to that of Korean cosmetics.
Well-Known: As previously mentioned, Korean cosmetics are the most recognized by
‘Well-known’. This finding coincides with the rapid growth and popularity gained among Thai
consumers in the recent years. However, based on this questionnaire, Japanese cosmetics are placed
in the higher position than Korean cosmetics. There is larger number of people who perceive
Japanese cosmetics as ‘very high’ and ‘somewhat high’ than those who do for Korean cosmetics.
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Table 4.5: Comparison between Japanese and Korean cosmetics in each aspect
# Question Very High
Somewhat
High
Neither
Somewhat
Low
Very Low Mean
J K J K J K J K J K J K
1 Quality 24 3 86 46 20 75 0 6 0 0 1.97 2.65
2 Price 25 3 83 34 22 71 0 21 0 1 1.98 2.87
3 Reliability 38 7 77 53 15 68 0 2 0 0 1.82 2.50
4 Value for Money 15 10 77 55 36 60 2 4 0 1 2.19 2.47
5 Innovation 32 18 82 67 16 41 0 4 0 0 1.88 2.24
6 Brand Image 46 22 72 56 12 48 0 3 0 1 1.74 2.27
7 Well-Known 42 24 75 63 12 42 1 0 0 1 1.78 2.16
Repurchase: 70% and 53% of respondents are willing to repurchase Japanese and Korean cosmetics
respectively, while 3% and 4% of respondents do not want to repurchase them. 26% and 42%
responded ‘Maybe’ to the repurchase of Japanese and Korean cosmetics.
Recommendation to others: more respondents are willing to recommend Japanese cosmetics to
others rather than those who would do so for the Korean cosmetics. 39% and 51% of the respondents
answered ‘Maybe’ to recommendations of Japanese and Korean cosmetics, while 4% and 7%
responded to ‘No’ for Japanese and Korean cosmetics respectively.
4.4.4. Cross-tabulation analysis of age/income with the experience in using Japanese/Korean
and types of products they use
Two cross-tabulation tables were generated. One was to see the relationship between age
and income affecting their preference towards using products from both countries, either one, or
none. The other cross-tabulation analysis looks at the relationship between age demographics and
type of products from both Japan and Korea that were chosen among respondents.
From Appendix 6, it can be seen that the majority of the respondents across all age groups
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have used both Japanese and Korean cosmetics, although this percentage is relatively small for those
who are 50 years old and above. There is a higher percentage of users who prefer Japanese cosmetics
over Korean cosmetics in the age group of those who are 25 years or older. Women of 50 years old
and above, mostly responded to none in their experience in using Korean cosmetics. On the other
hand, for the 20-25 year age group, Korean cosmetics are more appealing to them than that of
Japanese brands. However, it is difficult to judge since the numbers of respondents were limited.
Those in the age 30-45 year age group seem to be the heaviest users of Japanese and Korean
cosmetics.
In addition, from the same table with respect to monthly income, it is observed that all
income groups across the board have used cosmetics from both Japan and Korea. There were
relatively higher percentages of income groups between 20,000-50,000 bahts that showed preference
for Japanese over Korean cosmetic products. However, there was no clear evidence that proved that
those belonging to higher income groups preferred Japanese over Korean cosmetics or vice-versa,
nor was there indication of preference towards Korean cosmetics within the lower income groups.
The second cross tabulation analysis proved that women in the 30-35 age group are the
heaviest users of the facial care category from Japan, while women in the 20-25 and 40-45 age
groups are the second heaviest users amongst all the age groups. On the other hand, the biggest
customer group of Korean facial care products is women in their early 20s, followed by those in the
30-35, and 40-45 age groups. Women who are 50 years and above women find Japanese facial care
products more attractive than the Korean products. This finding suggests that Japanese facial care
products are appeal most to women in their early 30s, while Korean cosmetics tend to attract a
younger crowd.
In addition, a similar relationship can be seen for the make-up category from Japan in which
the heaviest users are women in their 30s. Korean products, on the other hand, appeal more to
women in their early 30s as much as those in their early 20s, who also use more make-up from
Korea than those from Japan.
There are as many respondents in the 20-35 age group, who use Japanese body care
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products as those who use Korean brands. Nevertheless, this product category accounts for much
less than facial care and make-up categories. There are fewer respondents across all age groups who
use Korean hair-care products than those who use Japanese hair care products, and the same
conclusion applies to the “other” category.
Section 5. CONCLUSION - THE OVERALL RESULTS
The questionnaire was distributed to 200 Thai female consumers to assess the consumer
behavior and opinions in selecting general cosmetics, Japanese, and Korean cosmetics.
From the sample survey, most of the respondents are working women in their early 20s to
early 30s with an average monthly income of 35,240 baht, in which they, on average, spend roughly
6% of their monthly income on cosmetics once a month or less. The ratio of money spent versus the
frequency of purchase on cosmetics is relatively low, which may correlate with that fact that the
majority of the respondents often observe how much they spend on cosmetics and carefully search
for the most cost-effective products in the market. The time that Thai females surveyed spend on
applying cosmetics is less than the average of Korean women, probably suggesting that fewer
products are being used as well.
Quality, price, and convenience are the top 3 factors considered when the respondents make
a purchasing decision on new brand of cosmetics. Many also stated that friends have a bigger
influence on the cosmetics brands that they choose than advertisements. There is a high percentage
of respondents who also value beauty-counseling services and regard free samples as an influential
factor in making subsequent purchases. In addition, products designed for Asian skin or brands from
Asian countries are also preferred as well as multiple products are preferred over all-in-one type of
products.
Almost half of the respondents do not have a regular brand that they use, and most of the
respondents may sometime switch brands. However, the regular brands that were frequently
mentioned were ‘Shiseido’, ‘Skin Food’, ‘Etude’, ‘MAC’, and ‘Clinique’. Although there were as
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many as 22 people who have voted Shiseido as their regular cosmetics brand, 18 people who chose
Korean cosmetics ‘Skin Food’ and ‘Etude’ as their favorite brands as well. This outcome suggests a
competitive positioning of both Japanese and Korean cosmetic brands within Thailand’s cosmetics
market.
Currently, there are 158 people who have used or are now using Japanese cosmetics and
there are 138 respondents using Korean cosmetics. The higher number of Japanese cosmetics users
is reasonable since Japanese brands have been marketed in Thailand for much longer than the
Korean products, but the fact also suggests that Korean cosmetics have grown in popularity and have
gained quite rapid acceptance amongst Thai consumers. However, the evaluations for Japanese
cosmetics across all the seven aspects were relatively higher than those for Korean cosmetics,
especially for the results under ‘quality’ and ‘reliability’. This gap proved that Korean cosmetics
manufacturers must work and improve on ‘quality’ and ‘reliability’. The smallest gap between the
two is the ‘value for money’. Most of Japanese cosmetics are generally sold at a higher price, while
the Korean products are much cheaper. This fact suggests that quality-to-price ratio of Korean
cosmetics is almost comparable and acceptable to that of Japanese brands, which implies an
improvement opportunity for Korean manufacturers to increase their competitiveness in the industry.
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CHAPTER 5. RECOMMENDATIONS
With the information related to Thai consumer decision making on cosmetics selection and
perception of Japanese and Korean cosmetics, some recommendations and implications can be
drawn. First, this chapter presents recommendations for Japanese and Korean cosmetics firms based
on the disparity between strategies currently employed and findings from the consumer’s point of
view. Second, implications for marketers with regards to consumer’s preferences are analyzed.
Finally, limitations and suggestions for further research are made.
Section 1. RECOMMENDATIONS
Section 1.1. Japanese cosmetics firms
Both Shiseido and Kose position themselves primarily in the premium cosmetics segment,
which the results from the questionnaire confirm they enjoy a strong presence. Most of the
respondents surveyed often like to purchase both value-added products and high-prestige brands
from Shiseido and Kose. In addition, the evidence positively supports the value-added beauty
counseling service strategy offered for premium brands at department store cosmetics counters.
Japanese cosmetics were perceived as high-quality products, among the respondents for
whom quality was the number one desired attribute. The emphasis on research and development
exercised by both Shiseido and Kose will definitely help sustain their strong position in the premium
product category.
Nevertheless, it was found that most of the respondents do not spend much money on
cosmetics, with an average monthly expenditure of 1,990 baht, and respondents like to shop only
once a month. This limited amount of spending, together with a cautious attitude towards
consumption work against high-priced premium products. Therefore, Shiseido’s new strategic
marketing direction of building “masstige” brands is recommended as an alternative offer for those
customers who are looking for high-quality products that offer good value for money. On the other
hand, Kose has no clear mission to tap into the lower positioned product category, and seems to still
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only pursue the strengthening of its strategic brands, SEKKISEI, COSME DECORTE, and
BEAUTE de KOSE, in the high-end market. So far Kose has been successful in the premium
cosmetics segment in Thailand, but with the changing demand and the rise of low-priced to
mid-priced Korean cosmetics brands, Kose should also look into the opportunity of strengthening
low-priced/mid-priced brands to reach out those who search for good value for money cosmetics
products.
Based on the survey, Japanese cosmetics products appeal more to older age groups. This
preference can be explained by two reasons. The first reason is because of the long-term
establishment of Japanese cosmetics in Thailand and the second is the predominant
prestige-positioning and high pricing of Japanese brands that tend to attract the older generation with
high-quality and scientifically-proven products. This approach perhaps works well for the target
market of high-income and generally older consumers. However, in the case of Shiseido, which aims
at creating masstige brands as the company’s third pillar, and for which teenagers, university
students and women in their first job are the target market, Shiseido could still leverage its brand
building on innovation and research and development. Nevertheless, inventing good quality products
is not enough; Shiseido should also focus on reinforcing the brand personality for each of its
masstige brands to appear younger and more youthful to appeal to the target consumers. Brand
personality can help consumers identify and distinguish brands belonging to competitors as well as
other brands belonging to the same company. Advertising is a common way that can help consumers
envision the brand and increase brand awareness. Good examples can be seen in Korean cosmetics,
whose target market are also teenagers. The conspicuous approach of the Korean cosmetics brands’
highlighting of brand personalities through advertisement has proven successful in Thailand’s
cosmetics market.
Section 1.2. Korean cosmetics firms
Etude, Skin Food, and The Face Shop brands have remained strong in the low-priced
cosmetics segment despite stiff competition from both domestic and international brands. These
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Korean cosmetics brands portray strong brand identities that catch the eye of young crowds. One
marketing tool that attracts consumers is the stand-alone shop, which serves not only as a sales
channel, but also as a place that reflects brand personalities through interior decoration which helps
to reinforce the brand identity, and thus enhances differentiation from other competitors. The
stand-alone-style shop is one of the unique characteristics that have proven successful over many
years of product introductions in Thailand’s market. Particularly in color cosmetics, because the
majority of women in early 20s responded that they had used more make-up from Korea than from
Japan. The low-price point also facilitates ease of purchase, especially among university students
and women at the beginning of their career who have limited spending power. However, heavy
investment is required in order to create store ambience, and the location of the shop must also be
situated in a busy area to ensure enough traffic into the store. In fact, the low-price strategy inhibits
the stand-alone store concept, making it harder to expand, at least in a short period of time. Thus,
secondary channels, such as cosmetic counters, are recommended as a means to reach out to
consumers in suburban areas or where there is less traffic. Indeed, Etude is the only Korean brand
that currently tries to pursue operation through cosmetic counters and it observed that revenue per
stand-alone shop is less than the revenue gained through cosmetic counters. Yet, Skin Food and The
Face Shop still remain solely in the stand-alone-style arena.
The survey revealed the biggest difference in terms of quality and reliability of Korean
cosmetics in comparison to Japanese cosmetics. This finding may be due to the fact that Etude faced
several counterfeit product problems and thus led to a loss of consumer confidence. In addition,
many brands, including Etude and Skin Food, faced problems from the influx of gray market
products from Korea that were sold much cheaper than the regular price in Thailand. The problem
still persists, although Etude has taken action to permanently drop their prices. However, the price
offered in Thailand is still higher than the price in Korea. Therefore, it is suggested that the
distribution channels should be more strictly controlled and that the price gap between Thailand and
Korea should be eliminated as much as possible.
Existing Korean cosmetics brands have dominated the low-priced cosmetics segment.
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Although there are opportunities in the high-priced prestige segment, it is not yet recommended that
the Korean cosmetics brands compete across the prestige boundary. The reason is the limited
spending power for cosmetics and the negative image of low-quality associated with the Korean
cosmetics products. From the survey, people generally associated quality with price, and that the
quality image of Korean products was still relatively low in comparison with Japanese cosmetics.
Nevertheless, Amorepacific Corporation has a wide-ranging portfolio of brands in Korea, including
high-prestige brands such as Sulwhasoo. The company can further expand into Thailand in the
future.
Section 2. IMPLICATIONS
Based on the survey among Thai female consumers, the majority of the respondents showed
strong preferences towards Asian-originated products or cosmetics products that are designed
specifically for Asian skin. This finding reveals potential paths for marketing and for product
development in order to target Thai female consumers. Japanese cosmetics advertisements have
demonstrated success in using the Asian-specific formula as a selling point to promote their
products.
Besides the right communication message, marketers must ensure the most efficient means
of delivering the message to the targeted consumers. Most of the respondents suggested popular
media from which they usually get information about new cosmetics products- magazines and
television were the two main media channels. While these two channels are mostly occupied by
many existing cosmetics brands and are still primary methods in reaching out to target consumers,
marketers should realize the potential of other methods. Many cosmetics marketers splurge millions
of dollars on elaborate advertising campaigns when often what is really needed to help influence
consumers is a ‘word-of-mouth’ recommendation. One interesting finding from the survey is that a
high percentage of respondents usually purchase cosmetics based on friends’ recommendations.
Therefore, marketers should also engage in social networks and online communities such as blogs
where they can help guide and stimulate word-of-mouth endorsements by interacting with customers.
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Marketers can build a trusted source, or trusted network that helps circulate their messages-
participating in social media allows marketers to respond to any negative comments and manage
them in a timely manner. Any suggestions can help guide marketers to improve products and
services that meet the desired demand. And more importantly, any good comments will be broadcast
to the entire online world.
Marketers must also make sure that their messages are clear, correct, and easy to understand.
A high percentage of respondents agreed that they often find information about cosmetic properties
confuses them. Consumers are bombarded with choices and a lot of information about products’
benefits. Marketers should not only ensure the right, concise, and easy-to-understand messages are
delivered to consumers, but also the consistency of the same message being conveyed across all
marketing media including brochures, TV commercials, web sites, etc. Consistent delivery of the
same message is a critical factor in building brand awareness and associations, which can develop
positive perception of the brand, and hence, leads to strong brand equity.
In addition, almost half of the respondents have no regular cosmetics brands that they use,
implying an opportunity for marketers to develop loyal customers. At the same time, there is relative
low percentage of people who never change cosmetics brands, suggesting a chance for cosmetics
manufacturers to improve on customer loyalty programs in order to strengthen their customer
relationships.
Section 3. LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The present research examined the marketing strategies of major Japanese and Korean
cosmetics companies in Thailand’s market. There were limitations in accessing secondary sources
for this research. The secondary-source information is based on news, articles, and IR materials
related to chosen cosmetics companies. Although the overall understanding of the company’s
direction and strategy are realized, the company’s Thailand-specific approach is not certain. None of
the companies being researched announced specific strategic approaches for Thailand alone. Thus,
much is assumed in the analysis of companies’ marketing strategies in Thailand. In addition, big
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companies such as Shiseido and Amorepacific encompass many brands, for which there are limited
data published by each individual brand with regards to its strategy. More detailed information on
each brand and their strategy for the Thai market would make the research paper more
comprehensive.
Moreover, other objectives of this research paper are to determine consumer behavior in
making a decision to purchase general cosmetics and consumer perception towards Japanese and
Korean cosmetics. A questionnaire was constructed, in which the designed questions followed an
intuitive approach, rather than formal guidelines. The intention was to make the questionnaire as
short and easily-understandable as possible. Therefore, there were no cross-checked questions and
multiple-choice questions were preferred. Other constraints include time and money. The time spent
collecting the questionnaire was one month, restricting the number of respondents and the ability to
pre-screen them, especially for those who had used or were currently using Japanese and Korean
cosmetics. If time had permitted, additional open-ended questions would have given greater insights
towards consumer behavior and perception towards Japanese and Korean cosmetics. Additionally,
response incentives were not given to respondents; respondents corresponded on a voluntary basis.
Providing some incentives would be more likely to draw attention from a larger group of people as
well as to encourage respondents to give their honest opinions.
In addition, information gathered from the questionnaire is based on a convenience sample
of 200 respondents who live in Bangkok. The limited number of respondents and narrow
geographical boundary can only partially reflect preferences of the whole population. Therefore, a
more diverse group of respondents in other geographical locations may give other implications and a
better understanding of consumers in Thailand.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION
This research describes Thailand’s cosmetics market with a focus on marketing strategies
employed by Japanese and Korean cosmetics companies in Thailand. The Japanese cosmetics
companies selected for analysis include Shiseido and Kose, and the selected Korean cosmetics
companies are Amorepacific, Peeres group, and The Face Shop Korea Co., Ltd. The marketing
approach of each company is explored and compared to find similarities and differences, as well as
to see how successful their operations are in Thailand. Furthermore, the research presents findings
from a questionnaire conducted among two hundred Thai female consumers with respect to their
behaviors and preferences in selecting cosmetics, as well as their perception of Japanese and Korean
cosmetics in particular. Finally, recommendations and comments are given based on the disparities
between the current marketing practices and the consumer standpoints.
Almost fifty percent of Thailand’s total cosmetics market is comprised of imported
cosmetics products, with their forecasted value reaching 17,000 million baht by 2011. The high
growth potential of imported cosmetics suggests a strong demand for foreign-originated cosmetics.
Thus, Thai consumers face increasing choices of cosmetics products and brands, available at
different price points, reaching all levels of market segments. Japan is among the top three exporting
countries, amounting to 13.2% of Thailand’s total import cosmetics value in 2010. Japanese
cosmetics firms enjoy a strong presence in Thailand with premium positioning since their
introduction into the market. Similarly, both Japanese cosmetics firms organize portfolios of their
brands into three channels, each coupled with varying degrees of value-added beauty counseling
services. The objective is to optimally match buying behavior with the target market.
Although both Shiseido and Kose’s primary focus is in the luxury cosmetics segment, there
are differences in the future strategic directions between the two. While Kose still concentrates on its
strategic brands positioned in the premium segment, Shiseido is trading down, expecting to increase
sales from masstige brands, and reducing sales of its prestige brands. This new direction leads to a
change in target group, switching to spotting younger female consumers who are looking for high
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quality products that offer good value for money.
In contrast to the predominant premium positioning and high-quality products of Japanese
cosmetics brands being marketed in Thailand, low-priced, stylishly-designed Korean cosmetics
brands have become highly popular among young consumers in recent years. The success of many
brands from South Korea in Thailand, including those in cosmetics, has been partly influenced by
the spread of Korean culture; Korean pop culture- such as TV dramas, films, and fashion- attracts
great attention from teenage and young adult consumers. Starting in 2004, Korean cosmetics
penetrated Thailand’s competitive cosmetics market, achieving a high growth rate: over 100% in
2009. Although there are many Korean cosmetics available in Thailand, only few brands truly
dominate the market. Etude is number one market share brand, followed by Skin Food. These two
brands place high emphasis on broadcasting their brand personalities, which are portrayed through
attractive in-store displays. The appealing store ambience, combined with eye-catching packages
effectively captures the primarily young target demographic. A low-pricing strategy also encourages
ease of purchase. Moreover, the success of Korean cosmetics brands is also propelled by
endorsements from famous Korean celebrities, creating brand awareness among the target
consumers.
The results from the questionnaire show that popular brands were chosen by the respondents
as their regularly-used brands. Although Shiseido received the highest numbers of votes, Etude and
Skin Food also ranked within the top five favorite brands among respondents. This reflects strong
competition in Thailand’s cosmetics market between the two countries. However, the majority of the
respondents had stronger positive feelings of high-quality and high-reliability towards Japanese
cosmetics, while Korean cosmetics were mostly recognized as being well-known. This result reflects
the emphasis of Japanese cosmetics on research and development, and Korean cosmetics on using
famous celebrities as brand representatives. In addition, Japanese cosmetics brands also appealed
more to the older age group, while Korean cosmetics appealed to the younger generation. This
finding is consistent with the long-term presence of Japanese brands in Thailand as well as the
difference of primary target segments between Japanese and Korean cosmetics firms.
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Some information on Thai consumers’ decision making styles for cosmetics provides data
for marketers to use in strengthening their brands. Brand awareness can be created through different
types of media; popular means are magazines and television. However, marketers should realize the
potential of social networks and online communities in creating word-of-mouth effects. Besides,
marketers should ensure that the right messages are delivered to consumers consistently throughout
all their media channels as well as retaining and developing loyal customers for long-term
sustainability in the market.
With increasing competition from both domestic and international cosmetics companies,
strong brands help firms to establish an identity in the marketplace and develop a strong customer
network. Strong brand loyalty creates barriers to entry for other firms wanting to enter the market.
Therefore, marketers must constantly adjust their marketing strategies and messages to correspond
with the changing consumer demand in order to achieve long-term competitiveness.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: QUESTIONNAIRE FORM
Questionnaire
This questionnaire is designed to investigate Thai Female consumer buying behavior for cosmetics,
including the imported cosmetics from Japan and Korea. Your opinion will be highly valuable for this
research and the information provided will be kept confidential and for academic use only.
Part I: General Assessment on making a decision to purchase cosmetics
#
Please indicate how much you agree with each of the following
statements
St
ro
ng
ly
Ag
re
e
Ag
re
e
N
eu
tr
al
Di
sa
gr
ee
St
ro
ng
ly
Di
sa
gr
ee
1 I closely observe how much I spend on cosmetics
2 Cosmetics with higher price usually have higher quality too.
3 I often purchase cosmetics that my friends recommend
4 I value beauty-counseling service at cosmetic counters
5 I carefully search for the most cost-effective cosmetic products.
6 I prefer products designed for Asian skin
7 I like to buy brand cosmetics that are widely advertised.
8 I do not think much about buying cosmetic products
9 I think 'prestige brands' should be sold through cosmetic
counters in department stores
10 I prefer best-selling brands.
11 I prefer using multiple products to all-in-one products
12 Free samples influences me to make subsequent purchase
13 I often found that information on cosmetic properties make me
confused
14 I prefer brands from Asian countries because I feel more related
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# What do you think about the following statements
Al
w
ay
s
O
ft
en
So
m
et
im
e
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as
io
na
lly
N
ev
er
15 It is……….. difficult to decide which brands to choose
16 When buying cosmetics, I…………...make a purchase on a whim
17 I…………. think about country of origin of the brand when I
make purchase
18 I…………catch up the fashion and make-up trends
19 I…………..change the cosmetic brands that I use.
20 I have my own regular cosmetic brand
( ) Yes, Brand______________
( ) No
21 How long do you spend on using skin-care and putting on make-up
( ) Less than 5 minutes
( ) 5-10 minutes
( ) 10-20 minutes
( ) 20-30 minutes
( ) 30-40 minutes
( ) More than 40 minutes; please define_________minutes
22 Where do you purchase cosmetics most frequently
( ) Cosmetic counters in the department stores
( ) Stand-alone shops
( ) Internet
( ) Drug Stores (e.g.Watsons, Boots)
( ) Direct Sale
( ) Order by phone
( ) Supermarket/Hypermarket
( ) Convenient Store
( ) Beauty Shops
( ) Other , please define (___________________)
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23 What is your "MOST 3 important factors" when make a decision to purchase 'NEW' brand cosmetics
please rank in order of importance (1,2,3); 1 = most important
( ) Quality
( ) Price
( ) Convenience
( ) Recommendation by others
( ) Use Advanced Technology
( ) Product is modern and trendy
( ) Country of Origin
( ) Attractive Packaging
( ) Beauty Counseling
Service
( ) Others , please define (___________________)
24 How do you find out about NEW cosmetics brands
please check all that apply
( ) TV
( ) Magazines
( ) Public Events
( ) Friends
( ) Blogs
( ) Twitter
( ) Facebook
Part II: Making a decision to buy Japanese and Korean cosmetics
Have you ever used Japanese or Korean cosmetics
( )Yes ( )No
If 'Yes', please continue to Q.1
If 'No', please continue to Q.8
1 I have used/using the following Japanese Cosmetic Brands
please check all that apply
( ) Shiseido ( ) Aqua Label
( ) Kose ( ) Visee
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( ) Kanebo ( ) Fasio
( ) Lunasol ( ) Za
( ) Maquillage ( ) Tsubaki
( ) Majorica Majorca ( ) Biore
( ) Sekkisei ( ) DHC
( ) Beaute de KOSE ( ) Kate
( ) Aqua Label ( ) Fancl
( ) COSME DECORTE ( ) Lavshuca
( ) Other____________ ( ) Canmake
2 I have used/using the following Korean Cosmetic Brands
please check all that apply
( ) Etude ( ) Laneige
( ) Skin Food ( ) Rojukiss
( ) TheFaceShop ( ) Lotree
( ) Tony Moly ( ) Missha
( ) Nature Republic ( ) Beauty Credit
( ) Other_____________
3 I am using 'Japanese Product' for:
please check all that apply
Facial Care Make-up Other
( ) Cleansing ( ) BB Cream ( ) Fragrance
( ) Whitening ( ) Foundation/Base ( ) Supplements
( ) Moisturizer ( ) Concealer ( ) Other___________
( ) Eye Cream ( ) Loose Powder
( ) Lotion/Toner ( ) Compact Powder Tools
( ) Anti-Aging ( ) Eyeshadow ( ) Make-up brush
( ) Sunscreen ( ) Eyeliner ( ) Fake eyelashes
( ) Acne ( ) Mascara ( ) Eyelash Curler
( ) Pore-tightening ( ) Blush-on ( ) Other___________
( ) Mask/Scrub ( ) Lip Stick
( ) Other___________ ( ) Lip Gloss
( ) Eyebrow
Body Care ( ) Other___________
( ) Body Lotion
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( ) Hand Cream Hair Care
( ) Foot Cream ( ) Hair Coloring
( ) Body Mist ( ) Hair Serum
( ) Other___________ ( ) Other___________
4 I am using 'Korean Products' for:
please check all that apply
Facial Care Make-up Other
( ) Cleansing ( ) BB Cream ( ) Fragrance
( ) Whitening ( ) Foundation/Base ( ) Supplements
( ) Moisturizer ( ) Concealer ( ) Other___________
( ) Eye Cream ( ) Loose Powder
( ) Lotion/Toner ( ) Compact Powder Tools
( ) Anti-Aging ( ) Eyeshadow ( ) Make-up brush
( ) Sunscreen ( ) Eyeliner ( ) Fake eyelashes
( ) Acne ( ) Mascara ( ) Eyelash Curler
( ) Pore-tightening ( ) Blush-on ( ) Other___________
( ) Mask/Scrub ( ) Lip Stick
( ) Other___________ ( ) Lip Gloss
( ) Eyebrow
Body Care ( ) Other___________
( ) Body Lotion
( ) Hand Cream Hair Care
( ) Foot Cream ( ) Hair Coloring
( ) Body Mist ( ) Hair Serum
( ) Other___________ ( ) Other___________
5 Reasons I buy Japanese Cosmetics Brands
please rank the following top 3 factors in order of importance (1,2,3); 1 = most important
( ) Cheap ( ) Friends recommend ( ) Others
( ) Trendy ( ) Brand image
( ) Cute Packaging ( ) Celebrities who represent the brands
( ) Good quality products ( ) Promotional Campaign
( ) Good value for money ( ) Beauty-counseling service
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6 Reasons I buy Korean Cosmetic Brands
please rank the following top 3 factors in order of importance (1,2,3); 1 = most important
( ) Cheap ( ) Friends recommend ( ) Others
( ) Trendy ( ) Brand image
( ) Cute Packaging ( ) Celebrities who represent the brands
( ) Good quality products ( ) Promotional Campaign
( ) Good value for money ( ) Beauty-counseling service
7 Please state your opinion on 'Japanese' cosmetic brands with respect to:
Very High
Somewhat
High
Neither
Somewhat
Low
Very Low
Quality
Japanese ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Korean ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Price
Japanese ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Korean ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Reliability
Japanese ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Korean ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Value for Money
Japanese ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Korean ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Innovation
Japanese ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Korean ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Brand Image
Japanese ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Korean ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Well-known
Japanese ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Korean ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
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8 Reasons why I do not buy Japanese Cosmetics are:
( ) Expensive ( ) Not suitable to my age ( ) Brand is not well-known
( ) Unattractive Packaging
( ) Quality not good
enough ( ) Products are not trendy/modern
( ) Not Convenient to buy ( ) My friends not using ( ) Other___________
( ) Not Reliable ( ) Had bad experience from previous use
Reasons why I do not buy Korean Cosmetics are:
( ) Expensive ( ) Not suitable to my age ( ) Brand is not well-known
( ) Unattractive Packaging
( ) Quality not good
enough ( ) Products are not trendy/modern
( ) Not Convenient to buy ( ) My friends not using ( ) Other___________
( ) Not Reliable ( ) Had bad experience from previous use
9 I will definitely repurchase Japanese Cosmetics
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Maybe
10 I will definitely repurchase Korean Cosmetics
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Maybe
11 I will recommend Japanese cosmetics to others
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Maybe
12 I will recommend Korean cosmetics to others
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Maybe
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APPENDIX 2: RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE- BY DEMOGRAPHIC
# Answer Age Response %
1 16-19 7 4%
2 20-25 37 19%
3 26-29 29 15%
4 30-35 46 23%
5 36-39 20 10%
6 40-45 25 12%
7 46-49 13 6%
8 50-55 12 6%
9 over 55 11 6%
Total 200 100%
# Answer Highest Education Response %
1 Secondary School 1 1%
2 High School 13 7%
3 Bachelor's Degree 106 53%
4 Master's Degree or higher 80 40%
5 Other (please specify) 0 0%
Total 200 100%
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# Answer Occupation Response %
1 Managerial level 14 7%
2 Entrepreneur 28 14%
3 Employee 84 42%
4 Professional (doctor, lawyer, etc.) 9 5%
5 Academician/Teacher 18 9%
6 Student 29 15%
7 Unemployed/Between jobs 0 0%
8 Retired 1 1%
9 Housewife 13 7%
10 Other, please specify 4 2%
Total 200 100%
# Answer Average Monthly Income Response %
1 Less than 6,000 Bahts 15 8%
2 6,000-12,000 Bahts 32 16%
3 12,001-20,000 Bahts 31 16%
4 20,001-30,000 Bahts 39 20%
5 30,001-40,000 Bahts 19 9%
6 40,001-50,000 Bahts 20 10%
7 50,001-60,000 Bahts 12 6%
8 60,001-70,000 Bahts 8 4%
9 70,001-80,000 Bahts 4 2%
10 80,001-90,000 Bahts 3 2%
11 90,001-100,000 Bahts 4 2%
12 Over 100,000 Bahts 13 7%
Total 200 100%
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# Answer Average money spent on cosmetics/ month Response %
1 Less than 1,000 Bahts 50 25%
2 1000-2000 Bahts 68 34%
3 2,001-3000 Bahts 39 19%
4 3001-4000 Bahts 30 15%
5 4001-5000 Bahts 5 3%
6 Over 5001 Bahts 8 4%
Total 200 100%
# Answer # Times/month in purchasing cosmetics Response %
1 Less than once a month 86 43%
2 Once a month 54 27%
3 2 times a month 44 22%
4 3 times a month 10 5%
5 4 times a month 4 2%
6 More than 4 times a month 2 1%
Total 200 100%
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APPENDIX 3: RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE- OPINIONS ABOUT SELECTING COSMETICS
# Answer Amount of time spent in using cosmetics Response %
1 Less than 5 minutes 25 13%
2 5-10 minutes 56 28%
3 10-20 minutes 68 34%
4 20-30 minutes 28 14%
5 30-40 minutes 19 10%
6 More than 40 minutes. Pleasespecify 4 2%
Total 200 100%
# Answer Place of purchase cosmetics Response %
1 Cosmetic counters in thedepartment stores 105 53%
2 Cosmetic shops for the particularbrand (Stand-alone shops) 72 36%
3 Internet 12 6%
4 Drug Stores (e.g.Watsons, Boots) 29 15%
5 Direct Sale 9 5%
6 Order by phone 2 1%
7 Supermarket/Hypermarket 22 11%
8 Convenient Store 1 1%
9 Beauty Shops 3 2%
10 Other, please specify 16 8%
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# Factors in purchasing cosmetics 1 2 3
1 Quality 155 27 7
2 Price 20 117 43
3 Convenience 1 12 44
4 Advertisement 3 4 6
5 Recommendation by others 13 18 34
6 Use Advanced Technology 3 7 15
7 Product is modern and trendy 1 3 2
8 Country of Origin 1 6 24
9 Attractive Packaging 0 2 6
10 Beauty Counseling Service 0 1 17
11 Others , please define 3 3 2
Total 200 200 200
# Answer Information Channels of New Cosmetics Response %
1 TV 127 64%
2 Magazines 157 79%
3 Public Events 21 11%
4 Friends 116 58%
5 Blogs 21 11%
6 Twitter 7 4%
7 Facebook 26 13%
8 Others, please specify 13 7%
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APPENDIX 4: RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE-HOW RESPONDENTS AGREE TO THE GIVEN
STATEMENTS
# Question
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neither
Agree
nor
Disagree
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Mean
1 I closely observe how much Ispend on cosmetics 27 104 50 18 1 2.31
2 Cosmetics with higher priceusually have higher quality too 11 96 61 29 3 2.59
3 I often purchase cosmetics that myfriends recommend 13 75 68 39 5 2.74
4 I value beauty-counseling serviceat cosmetic counters 14 88 73 21 4 2.57
5 I carefully search for the mostcost-effective cosmetic products. 61 98 31 10 0 1.95
6 I prefer products designed forAsian skin 55 94 44 7 0 2.02
7 I like to buy brand cosmetics thatare widely advertised 6 66 93 29 6 2.82
8 I do not think much about buyingcosmetic products 7 25 41 91 36 3.62
9
I think ‘prestige brands’ should be
sold through cosmetic counters in
department stores
24 75 61 35 5 2.61
10 I prefer best-selling brands. 14 71 83 22 10 2.72
11 I prefer using multiple products toall-in-one products 45 90 42 19 4 2.24
12 Free samples influences me tomake subsequent purchase 57 95 26 18 4 2.09
13
I often found the information
about cosmetic properties make
me confused
40 106 42 10 2 2.14
14
I prefer brands from Asian
countries because I feel more
related
39 77 66 16 2 2.33
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Question Always Often Sometimes Occasionally Never
It is……….. difficult to decide
which brands to choose 26 13% 67 34% 77 39% 21 11% 9 5%
When buying cosmetics,
I…………...make a purchase
on a whim
12 6% 53 27% 77 39% 29 15% 29 15%
I…………. think about country
of origin of the brand when I
make purchase
29 15% 58 29% 73 37% 29 15% 11 6%
I…………catch up the fashion
and make-up trends 20 10% 32 16% 71 36% 58 29% 19 10%
I…………..change the
cosmetic brands that I use 11 6% 30 15% 86 43% 58 29% 15 8%
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APPENDIX 5: RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE-COMPARISON BETWEEN JAPANESE AND
KOREAN COSMETICS
# Answer Popular Japanese brands chosen by respondents Response %
1 Shiseido 126 81%
2 Kose 48 31%
3 Kanebo 50 32%
4 Lunasol 9 6%
5 Maquillage 32 21%
6 MajoricaMajorca 43 28%
7 Sekkisei 11 7%
8 Beaute deKOSE 14 9%
9 Aqua Label 2 1%
10 Visee 17 11%
11 Cle de PeauBEAUTE 7 4%
12 COSMEDECORTE 3 2%
13 Fasio 20 13%
14 Za 37 24%
15 Tsubaki 13 8%
16 Biore 61 39%
17 DHC 37 24%
18 Kate 33 21%
19 Fancl 21 13%
20 Lavshuca 3 2%
21 Canmake 19 12%
22 Other, pleasespecify 5 3%
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# Answer Popular Korean brands chosen by respondents Response %
1 Etude 111 80%
2 Skin Food 98 71%
3 TheFaceShop 29 21%
4 Tony Moly 12 9%
5 NatureRepublic 3 2%
6 Laneige 11 8%
7 Rojukiss 34 25%
8 Lotree 10 7%
9 Missha 8 6%
10 BeautyCredit 12 9%
11 Other, pleasespecify 7 5%
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# Answer Types of Japanese cosmetics products
used or currently using
Response % By Category/%
1 Cleansing (1) 70 45%
Facial Care
71%%
2 Whitening 38 24%
3 Moisturizer (3) 59 38%
4 Eye Cream 19 12%
5 Lotion/Toner 31 20%
6 Anti-Aging 13 8%
7 Sunscreen (2) 67 43%
8 Acne 21 13%
9 Pore-tightening 11 7%
10 Mask/Scrub 30 19%
11 BB Cream 17 11%
Make-Up
60%
12 Foundation/Base 29 19%
13 Concealer 10 6%
14 Loose Powder 26 17%
15 CompactPowder (2) 50 32%
16 Eyeshadow 36 23%
17 Eyeliner 37 24%
18 Mascara 41 26%
19 Blush-on 32 21%
20 Lip Stick (1) 51 33%
21 Lip Gloss (3) 42 27%
22 Eyebrow 19 12%
23 Body Lotion 34 22%
Body Care
8%
24 Hand Cream 28 18%
25 Foot Care 8 5%
26 Body Mist 5 3%
27 Hair Coloring 29 19% Hair Care/6%
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28 Hair Serum 27 17%
29 Make-up brush 17 11%
Others
8%
30 Fake eyelashes 11 7%
31 Eyelash Curler 33 21%
32 Fragrance 14 9%
33 Supplements 15 10%
34 Nail Lacquer 5 3%
35 Other, pleasespecify 4 3%
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# Answer Types of Korean cosmetics products used or
currently using
Response % By Category/%
1 Cleansing (1) 33 24%
Facial Care
30%
2 Whitening 23 17%
3 Moisturizer (1) 33 24%
4 Eye Cream 18 13%
5 Lotion/Toner 24 17%
6 Anti-Aging 10 7%
7 Sunscreen (3) 25 18%
8 Acne 10 7%
9 Pore-tightening 21 15%
10 Mask/Scrub (2) 29 21%
11 BB Cream (2) 50 36%
Make-up
83%
12 Foundation/Base 25 18%
13 Concealer 6 4%
14 Loose Powder 25 18%
15 CompactPowder (2) 50 36%
16 Eyeshadow 33 24%
17 Eyeliner 34 25%
18 Mascara 27 20%
19 Blush-on (3) 35 25%
20 Lip Stick 41 30%
21 Lip Gloss (1) 59 43%
22 Eyebrow 12 9%
23 Body Lotion 25 18%
Body Care
8%
24 Hand Cream 27 20%
25 Foot Care 11 8%
26 Body Mist 6 4%
27 Hair Coloring 2 1% Hair care/0.3%
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28 Hair Serum 8 6%
29 Make-up brush 4 3%
Others
2%
30 Fake eyelashes 6 4%
31 Eyelash Curler 8 6%
32 Fragrance 7 5%
33 Supplements 4 3%
34 Nail Lacquer 16 12%
35 Other 1 1%
Repurchase of Japanese/Korean cosmetics
Japanese Cosmetics Korean Cosmetics
# Answer Response % Response %
1 Yes 109 70% 73 53%
2 No 5 3% 6 4%
3 Maybe 42 26% 59 42%
Total 156 100% 138 100%
Recommendation to others of Japanese/Korean cosmetics
Japanese Cosmetics Korean Cosmetics
# Answer Response % Response %
1 Yes 89 57% 57 42%
2 No 6 4% 10 7%
3 Maybe 61 39% 71 51%
Total 156 100% 138 100%
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APPENDIX 6: RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE-EXPERIENCE IN USING JAPANESE/KOREAN
COSMETICS WITH RESPECT TO AGE AND INCOME AMONG RESPONDENTS
Have you ever used Japanese or Korean cosmetics?
Yes, I have
used both
'Japanese' and
'Korean'
Cosmetics
Yes, I have
used only
'Japanese'
Cosmetics
Yes, I have
used only
'Korean'
Cosmetics
No, I have
neither used
'Japanese' Nor
'Korean'
Cosmetics
# % # % # % # % Total
Age:
16-19 4 57% 0 0% 0 0% 3 43% 7
20-25 25 68% 2 5% 3 8% 7 19% 37
26-29 18 62% 6 21% 0 0% 5 17% 29
30-35 39 85% 3 7% 0 0% 4 9% 46
36-39 12 60% 4 20% 2 10% 2 10% 20
40-45 16 64% 6 24% 1 4% 2 8% 25
46-49 8 62% 1 8% 2 15% 2 15% 13
50-55 5 42% 2 17% 0 0% 5 42% 12
over 55 3 27% 2 18% 0 0% 6 55% 11
Total 130 26 8 36 200
Monthly
Income:
Less than 6,000
Bahts 8 53% 2 13% 0 0% 5 33% 15
6,000-12,000
Bahts 19 59% 2 6% 2 6% 9 28% 32
12,001-20,000
Bahts 21 68% 2 6% 1 3% 7 23% 31
20,001-30,000
Bahts 31 79% 5 13% 0 0% 3 8% 39
30,001-40,000
Bahts 9 47% 3 16% 1 5% 6 32% 19
40,001-50,000
Bahts 14 70% 6 30% 0 0% 0 0% 20
50,001-60,000
Bahts 8 67% 3 25% 1 8% 0 0% 12
60,001-70,000
Bahts 6 75% 0 0% 0 0% 2 25% 8
70,001-80,000
Bahts 2 50% 0 0% 1 25% 1 25% 4
80,001-90,000
Bahts 3 100% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 3
90,001-100,000
Bahts 2 50% 0 0% 0 0% 2 50% 4
Over 100,000
Bahts 7 54% 3 23% 2 15% 1 8% 13
Total 130 26 8 36 200
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APPENDIX 7: RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE-AGE AND PRODUCT SELECTION OF
JAPANESE COSMETICS AND KOREAN COSMETICS
Japanese
Age:
Total
16-19 20-25 26-29 30-35 36-39 40-45 46-49 50-55 over55
Cleansing 2 13 10 22 3 9 3 4 4 70
Whitening 1 8 5 7 2 8 4 2 1 38
Moisturizer 2 7 9 18 3 10 3 3 4 59
Eye Cream 1 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 1 19
Lotion/Toner 1 3 4 10 4 3 3 2 1 31
Anti-Aging 0 0 1 5 2 3 1 1 0 13
Sunscreen 3 12 7 22 7 8 2 3 3 67
Acne 3 5 3 5 0 4 1 0 0 21
Pore-tightening 2 0 2 3 0 4 0 0 0 11
Mask/Scrub 2 6 4 8 1 3 3 1 1 29
Total 17 57 47 102 24 55 23 18 15
BB Cream 1 6 0 4 0 2 1 1 1 16
Foundation/Base 2 7 3 6 1 5 3 2 0 29
Concealer 0 4 1 2 0 1 1 0 1 10
Loose Powder 1 6 3 9 2 2 1 1 1 26
Compact Powder 2 5 4 12 8 8 6 4 1 50
Eyeshadow 1 9 5 8 2 3 2 3 3 36
Eyeliner 0 12 5 13 2 1 1 2 1 37
Mascara 1 12 6 13 0 4 2 1 2 41
Blush-on 1 6 6 10 3 2 1 1 2 32
Lip Stick 3 5 9 13 5 8 4 2 2 51
Lip Gloss 2 10 6 8 5 6 0 2 3 42
Eyebrow 0 4 1 7 2 2 1 1 1 19
Total 14 86 49 105 30 44 23 20 18
Body Lotion 1 5 4 10 2 5 5 1 1 34
Hand Cream 1 3 4 11 2 3 1 1 2 28
Foot Care 1 3 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 8
Body Mist 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 5
Total 3 13 10 24 4 9 7 2 3 75
Hair Coloring 0 9 3 6 2 3 2 3 1 29
Hair Serum 1 6 4 7 3 1 3 1 1 27
Total 1 15 7 13 5 4 5 4 2
Make-up brush 0 5 2 4 0 1 3 2 0 17
Fake eyelashes 1 2 1 4 0 0 2 1 0 11
Eyelash Curler 1 5 4 13 4 1 3 1 1 33
Fragrance 1 4 1 4 1 1 1 0 1 14
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Supplements 0 4 1 6 0 1 1 1 1 15
Nail Lacquer 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 5
Other 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 4
Total 4 21 9 35 7 4 10 6 3
Korean
Age:
Total
16-19 20-25 26-29 30-35 36-39 40-45 46-49 50-55 over55
Cleansing 2 7 6 6 4 4 3 1 1 33
Whitening 0 8 4 4 2 4 1 0 0 23
Moisturizer 1 10 5 9 2 3 3 0 0 33
Eye Cream 1 4 1 3 2 4 3 0 0 18
Lotion/Toner 0 4 4 4 3 4 3 2 0 24
Anti-Aging 0 1 1 3 1 2 2 0 0 10
Sunscreen 1 8 1 5 5 2 2 1 0 25
Acne 1 2 1 0 1 3 1 1 0 10
Pore-tightening 1 3 2 3 3 5 1 3 0 21
Mask/Scrub 1 10 1 7 2 4 2 1 0 28
Total 8 57 26 44 25 35 21 9 1
BB Cream 0 15 6 18 1 5 2 0 1 48
Foundation/Base 1 9 1 8 0 2 2 0 2 25
Concealer 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 6
Loose Powder 0 6 1 8 4 3 2 1 0 25
Compact Powder 2 13 5 9 6 9 6 0 0 50
Eyeshadow 1 12 3 11 2 1 2 1 0 33
Eyeliner 1 13 4 9 1 3 2 1 0 34
Mascara 1 11 4 6 2 2 0 1 0 27
Blush-on 2 12 5 6 1 2 3 2 2 35
Lip Stick 3 10 4 10 3 6 2 2 1 41
Lip Gloss 3 18 6 17 5 4 2 1 2 58
Eyebrow 0 4 0 3 1 2 1 1 0 12
Total 14 125 41 107 26 39 24 10 8
Body Lotion 1 4 6 7 2 2 2 0 1 25
Hand Cream 1 4 4 10 3 3 2 0 0 27
Foot Care 0 1 1 6 0 1 2 0 0 11
Body Mist 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 6
Total 3 10 13 25 5 6 6 0 1
Hair Coloring 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2
Hair Serum 1 1 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 8
Total 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 1 0
Make-up brush 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 4
Fake eyelashes 0 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 6
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Eyelash Curler 0 2 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 8
Fragrance 0 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 7
Supplements 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 4
Nail Lacquer 3 1 2 6 1 2 1 0 0 16
Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Total 3 9 7 17 4 2 4 0 0
